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EDITORIAL
LITTLE enough of note to record. Nothing,
in fact, save the publication of a new, deep
and dazzling Arthur Koestler (The Yogi and
the Commissar), which oddly transformed
me from aristocratic cynic and soi-disant
petit maitre into Left-wing progressive, or,
as Koestler would put it, " Western revolutionary humanist." His perturbing book has
quite overthrown my sense of values, and
the new topsyturvydom of conception is
not yet settled in my mind. My skull swells
with ideas.
The transition from Koestler to a
didactic editorial is easy, but I shall perforce
avoid it ; my brain is too much flummoxed
to sustain it. I am now, so fabulous is the
inconsequence of my thoughts, comparable
to the prince in Horace Walpole '' that, after
travelling three years, brought home nothing
but a nut. They cracked it ; in it was
wrapped up a piece of silk, painted with all
the kings, queens, kingdoms, and everything
in the world ; after many unfoldings out
stepped a little dog, shook his ears, and fell
to dancing a- saraband." I know I should
drown that little dog ; but he charms me.
Ridiculous mus as he is, I love to pet him,
and, while he lives, I shall throw cushions at
customary sententious pomp.
But this is criminally flippant and trivial.
To admonish myself, let me select two
lacerating lines from The Duchess of Malfi :
" You
Are your own Chronicle too much, and
grossly
Flatter yourself "
Let Webster pronounce judgment ; I am
tame, and am praying to be shriven of the
sin of self-love.
Perhaps. Perhaps.
K.P.T.

N O T E S A N D NEWS
E congratulate :
M Shock on being awarded an Open
Aolarship in Modern Subjects to Balliol
0,
Jege, Oxford.
"•• P. Tynan on being awarded an Open
le
myship in Modern Subjects to Magdalen
°">ge, Oxford.
v.*?' ^™ t t ; o n being awarded an Open
•xhibition
in Natural Science to Balliol
oll
ege, Oxford.
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A. Gilchrist on being awarded an Open
Exhibition in Natural Science to Magdalen
College, Oxford.
N. S. Sutherland on being awarded an
Open Exhibition in Classics to Magdalen
College, Oxford.
W. B. Morgan on being awarded an Open
Exhibition in Geography to Jesus College,
Oxford.
K. J. Harries on being awarded a Wootton
Isaacson Exhibition in Modern Languages
to Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
We congratulate Alderman WigginsDavies on the rare distinction of holding both
the office of Bailiff of the Foundation and t h a t
of Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
We congratulate Air Commodore C. E. N.
Guest on being created Commander of the
Order of the British Empire.
We also extend our congratulations to :
LieutenAit P. R. Langham, on the award
of the Military Cross.
Squadron-Leader R. G. Allen and FlightLieutenant C. Fisher, on the award of the
D.F.C.
Flight-Lieutenant A. L. Walker, on the
award of the Air Force Cross.
We extend our warmest congratulations t o
Mr. W. F. Jackson, M.P., O.E., on his
elevation to the peerage.
We congratulate E. W. Handley on being
awarded a John Stewart of Rannoch Scholarship in Green and Latin ; also on winning the
Sir William Browne Medal for Latin Epigram.
(Vide infra.)
Also G. Darby on winning the Hammond
Debating Trophy.
Also P. L. Rawll on being awarded the
Knight Memorial Medal.
The following prefects left since the last
issue :
P. L. RAWLL (1938-45); Prefect, 1943-44-45 ;
Captain of the School and General Secretary
1944-45 ; Secretary of Mr. Leeds' House,
1944-45 ; Sub-Treasurer of School Club,
1943-44 ; P. T. Leader, 1943-44-45 ; C.S.J*.
in J.T.C., 1943-44 ;
Senior C.S.M.,
1944-45 ; House P . T . Captain, 1943-44-45 ;
HfU'e Rugger Captain, 1944-45;
School
2nd XV Colours, 1943-44 ; School 1st XV
Colours, 1944-45 ; Knight Memorial Medal,
1945.
Royal Marines.
Leeds'.

E. J. HOOD (1937-44) ; Prefect, 1943-44 ;
Sub-Editor of the CHRONICLE, 1943-44 ;
Editor of CHRONICLE, 1944 ; C.S.M. in
J.T.C, 1943-44.
Exhibitioner of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Dunt's
J. D. SMALL WOOD (1939-45) ; Prefect,
1943-44-45 ; Flight-Sergeant in A.T.C.,
1944-45 ; House Captain of Shooting,
1943-44-45 ; House Captain of Athletics,
1944-45.
Leeds',

He did not dissipate his efforts nor did he
waste his words, for he had the gift of cleai
vision and of pungent expression. So, as he
left the New School, he was able to say ol I
himself : Exegi monumentuni aere perennius, F
and to translate it, with characteristic wit,
" I have raised up a. monument more durable
than bombs."
R.C.D.

Alfred E r n e s t W i l l i a m Hazell
Alfred Ernest William Hazell, C.B.E.,
K.C., B.C.L., M.A., LL.D., Old Edwardian
The following were appointed prefects in
and Principal of Jesus College, Oxford, since
January :
1925, died on August 20th, 1944, at the age of
C. E. Here ward.
seventy-five. His unexpected and widely
I. M. Roitt.
lamented death called forth many tributes, oi
which we may select the address given at the
We congratulate the following :
funeral service in Jesus College Chapel by the
B. J. Bodenham, B. A. Phillips, M.
Rev. L. B. Cross, Chaplain and Fellow of the
Morrison, N. S. Sutherland, P. Laister and
College :
H. G. H. Croft on being awarded 1st XV
" The passing of our friend Alfred Ernest
Colours ; A. W. Luckman and J. H. Wilcox
William Hazell has brought to us all a deep
on being reawarded 2nd XV Colours ; and
sense of loss, a sense of loss which time will
P. G. Hodgetts and M. J: Sill on being
further quicken, for perspective will only
awarded 2nd XV Colours.
serve to throw into clearer relief the many
Also G. N. Hackett, R. Heron, and A. R.
and great services which he performed for
Corley on being reawarded School Athletics
this University and this College. He wafc
Colours ; and L. K. H. J. Harvey and S. J.
one of the great Heads of Houses.
Blood on being awarded SchoqJ Athletics
" What he did for the University and for
Colours.
the College he did unsparingly, and for the
Also C. E. Hereward, N. A. Bates and S. J.
love of the cause he served. How much he
Blood on being reawarded School Swimming
did only the few who worked with him know,
Colours.
for he was essentially a modest and a
Also D. R. Ogden on being awarded
humble man ; he did things, ana. asked for no
School Shooting Colours.
reward beyond the happiness which work ol
Also N. S. Sutherland and G. T. Newnham
any kind brought to him ; he sought no
on being awarded School Chess Colours.
credit beyond that of serving others. He
Also A. J. Lippitt on being reawarded
lived for the work he found to do ; indeed
School Cricket Colours ; J. G. Harrison, M.
to him it was life both spiritual and physical
G. H. Spencer and D. J. G. Sells on being
" If one word could sum up his life, it would
reawarded School 2nd XI Colours ; and J. R.
be the word ' endeavour.' Not endeavour for
Charlesworth and J. T. Murley on being
himself, but for others, and especially for
awarded School 2nd XI Colours.
what he considered to be the right. The
popular never appealed to him, nor did the
easy way. Not seldom did he fight alone, his
courage giving strength and utterance to men
OBITUARY
more diffident than himself. Many lost
causes he sponsored ; they seldom remained
Mr. England.
lost, for he brought to their advocacy
clearness of insight, practical experience,
W I T H grief we have to record the death on
and power of appeal which were often
Mav 2nd of Mr. E. T. England, Head Master
irresistible.
Some causes he sponsored he
of the School, 1929-1941. It was hoped that
came to regret. Like all men he made
in his retirement he would have better health,
mistakes, but he had the courage and the
but unhappily t h a t hope was vain. He had
grace to admit them. Indeed, he possessed
need of the great courage t h a t he abundantly
that rare grace, the grace of forgiveness.
possessed and of the devoted care that Mrs.
" Those who knew him only in controversy,
England abundantly bestowed.
or in an official capacity, not infrequently
Courage was one of his greatest qualities ;
misjudged him. They thought of him as a
courage to will great changes, to see his
hard man. He was not ; he was kindly, I
projects through, to face difficulties foreseen
gentle, generous, understanding, sensitive tc I
or unpredictable. He had indeed " to take
a degree, indeed at times to the extent ol I
arms against a sea of troubles." Ordeal bybeing emotional. And he was simple, and I
fire and by battle tested and proved him and
he loved simplicity. There was nothing he I
the School that he led. He marched breast
would not do to help others ; many there ar« !
forward, with little use for compromise.
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Standing:
P . L A I S T E R , D . J . G. S E L L S , R. M. T A U N T O N , H . G. H . C R O F T , M. M O R R I S O N ,
N. S. S U T H E R L A N D , K . G. D I C K I N S O N , A. J . J A C O M B S , W . G. T O M L I N S O N , B . A. P H I L L I P S .
Seated : I'. W . W E L C H , A. R. C O R L E V , G. L. A R N O L D ( C a p t a i n ) , P . O. K E N D R I C K , B . J . B O D E N H A M .

ATHLETICS TEAM, 1944-45.
Standing :
Seated : G

t . K. H. J. HARVEY, S. J. BLOOD, D. J. G. SELLS, P. W. WELCH, D. G. BIRD,
A. W. LUCKMAN, A. J. JACOMBS, J. O. H. BALLER, W. G, TOMLINSON.
A. R. CORLEY.
N. HACKETT, M. MORRISON (Captain)

K. H E R O N ,

who have received from him kindnesses and
courtesy beyond the ordinary.
He was
essentially a champion of the weak, but he
could more than hold his own with the
strong. He could be stern, and brusque, and
quick of manner ; such was not his real
nature, but only his immediate reaction to a
conception of right and wrong not his own.
He was as impatient of wrong thinking as he
was of wrongdoing. Yet he had infinite
patience, and he could take the long view,
and he believed in the goodness of others.
He was a stern disciplinarian, almost a
Puritan in his view of conduct, but he
tempered discipline with mercy. I have
known him give second chances to many who
did not deserve them.
" He had a great heart, a quick mind, a
ready wit, a vast store of experience, and an
amazing memory for detail, a memory which
he retained unimpaired to the end. He was in
every sense the good companion, and to the
few who won his affection he was a loving
friend. He died in office as I know he always
wished to die. May God give us grace to
continue building upon foundations which he
and others laid."
K.P.T.

A school such as ours has long been an
integral part in the life of a great community.
That character must be preserved, alike for
the good of the local community and for
the vigour of the national system. The
passage of the Butler Act was clearly a time
of testing and of heart-searching, but we had
no cause to fear criticism on the ground of
excessive exclusiveness.
Our tradition had
always been to open our doors to boys of
ability without respect to their parents'
means. We had no reason to fear the
" democratic " tendencies of the new Act.
The King Edward's tradition would ensure
that inability to pay fees would bar no suitable
boy's entrance. The city would by no means
desire any radical change in the character of
a school that had so long been a vital organ
of its civic life.
In the "events of the year," the Head
Master congratulated Alderman Alldridge,
O.E., upon a highly successful year as Lord
Mayor, and expressed delight that Councillor
Wiggins-Davies had entered upon his duties
as Lord Mayor. He hoped that, at the next
Speech Day, we would welcome Councillor
Wiggins-Davies in the double capacity of
Bailiff and Lord Mayor, an honour which
has only occurred on one other occasion since
1885.

Here is the Epigram with which E. W.
Handley won the Sir William Browne's
Medal for Latin Epigram :
" Credis te lepidum nee infacetum
convivam fieri, Vacerra, nostra
quern dicteria blanda subnotare
ad aenam minime pudet vocatum :
num. credis fore, si vocare nolim ?
[UBu> flvaiun'a. cri/jUTOraj', Vacerra."

Mr. Morris then referred to the " severe loss
incurred by the school in the death in action
of Major Swan," a former Commanding
Officer of the O.T.C., and after mentioning
many activities of the school, discussed the
Prize List and the many honours gained at
various universities. So far during the new
school year, M. Shock had gained an Open
Scholarship at Balliol College, Oxford, and
K. P. Tynan an Open Demyship at Magdalen
College, Oxford.
The Bailiff, Alderman Harrison Barrow,
who presented the prizes, said that he could
see King Edward's becoming one of the
greatest schools t h a t this country had ever
known, because of its freedom and the
enormous opportunities it enjoyed to introduce new ideas and new ideals.
After the Head Master had presented the
Bache Memorial Cup to J. H. Poole, and the
Dale Memorial Medal to M. Shock, thanks to
the Bailiff, Governors and Head Master were
expressed by the School Captain, P. L. Rawll.
The ceremony concluded with the singing of
" Jerusalem " and the National Anthem.
G.D.

S P E E C H DAY, 1944
I WHAT was to be the last Speech Day of the
war in Europe was held in Big School on
December 15th, 1944, those present including
: 'he Bailiff, the Yice-Chancellor of Birmingham
miversity, and the governors. After the
.hool song, which, this year, was ably
companied by a strong school orchestra,
* Head Master presented his report. In
period of educational reform, he said, it
i as timely to remind the reformers that a
| systematic whole does not matter more than
its parts. Just as the parts of a school are the
pupils, for whose welfare it exists, so the parts
of an educational system " are organic living
entities "—the schools which make up and
supply its strength.
It follows that
administrators, national and local, have a
> duty to be vigilant, lest in fitting the existing
i parts in a neat system, or in constructing
4 dditional parts, they destroy the vitality or
I mpair the individuality of living organisms
I vhich are the material of their plans.

OXFORD LETTER
To the Editor of the K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
DEAR SIR,

Some time last December we sent a letter
to the K.E.S. CHRONICLE—a genuine Oxford
3

letter, the first, we believe, for several years.
Unfortunately, the CHRONICLE had already
gone to press when our letter arrived. We
shall be obliged, therefore, if you will accept
our humble apologies, both for our unpunctuality on that occasion and for our
present insistence on sending you another
letter despite the reduction of our numbers
from six to four. " But even four constitute
a quorum," you will say. " Then we are
justified," we reply.
A. J. GOSSAGE (New College) is now in
the third term of his rehabilitation. We
were puzzled for a long time at the change
which had come over him—he now leads a
life of sober philosophic calm—when the
news reached us that he had become engaged
to a Cambridge lady. He has recently completed a satirical novel of some 300 pages,
and at present is in the throes of a new
musical creation. In his few spare moments
he reads^Greats and attends lectures with his
confederate.
J. N. R O W E (Balliol), whom also we
welcome back to Oxford. He is now in his
second term of rehabilitation from the Forces.
He is creating considerable disturbance by
applying a certain type of logic to every
subject under the sun, and has been advised
to walk warily. Debunking Plato, he has
been told, can go further than either courtesy
towards the great man himself, or tactfulness
towards his admirers will permit.
R. M. ACHESON (Magdalen), a chemist
now in his third year and perilously near
Finals, has voluntarily undergone a short
eclipse behind the cold stone walls of the
laboratory.
His spirit lingers with us,
however, and an ethereal voice, unmistakably
his, hovers around us, proclaiming that
" There ought to be more hops in Oxford."
We understand t h a t to mean that he thirsts,
not for ale, but for ballrooms.
E. O. WILLIAMS-WALKER (Magdalen),
has cooled down considerably, and even
Victory' night saw him sober. He is an
uncompromising Tory who takes his politics
very seriously ; and he has recently been
elected a member of the Chatham Club. On
the other hand, he takes the river less
seriously now t h a t it flows beneath his
window and issues periodical reminders of its
presence in the form of cold Vesper-time
draughts.
As publicity agent for the
Experimental Theatre Club he leaves traces
of his assiduity in all corners of Oxford.
We conclude. Sir, by wishing the School
every success in all the spheres of its varied
activities ; and hope that when we next
have occasion to address ourselves to you, our
numbers may again be increased.

CAMBRIDGE LETTER
To the Editor of the K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
D E A R SIR,

It is with sorrow that this letter is written, f
for the beloved are moving from our midst ,
(or so it seems at the time of writing this j
letter). E. W. HANDLEY, once obsessed |
with coal mines, is now simply awaiting the
Axe. In the meantime he is bemoaning his
fate in the Tripos and pulling his weight
(or rather length) in Trinity II boat. In this
he associates with P. J. HIGGINS (about
to resign himself to industry) whose other
claim to fame is a violin accompaniment to
certain victory celebrations, after which
someone enquired if it was true that he was
allowed to play in C.U.M.S.
Of the plans of W. G. LAMBERT and A.
M. D. SHAW little is known, although the
latter farms and is, therefore, understood
to have rural tendencies. One assumes this
from the mud on his person.
P. F . T Y L E R is a recluse in the cloisters of
Jesus College—often visited by virtue of his
breath-taking (lit. and fig.) staircase. It
remains a mystery whether or not he
hibernates in order to study modern languages.
E. W. P A R K E S , L. B. HUNT and J. L
JOLLANS remain members of St. John's
College. The former is never seen unaccompanied and further insists that he is <
studying engineering—one gathers this from
his bookshelf. L. B. HUNT pursues medicine
indefatigably, and J. L. JOLL.ANS treads
where the muddy feet of A. M. D. SHAW are
treading.
Such (not forgetting G. B. ANSELL of
Trinity) is the state of affairs at the moment.
Next year our numbers will be further
depleted. The rest live in hope that there will
be someone to write the next tetter, and others
about whom to write. We send our best
wishes.
CANTABRIGIENSIS.

B I R M I N G H A M LETTER
To the Editor of the K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
DEAR SIR,

Before attempting to report on the doings
of the Old Edwardian contingent at Birmingham University, we must excuse ourselves
in advance if our chronicles pall, for we maj
only tell of the public side of undergraduate
life, and can touch but the fringes of the
private and more fascinating elements of it? I
A person about whom we need hide nothing
is P. G. BEVAN, whose meetings to convert
the heathen still function ; with what success •
we can only guess. It seems likely that hisl
private life is equally blameless, at least he

Sincerely yours,
OXONIENSIS.
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has not been found out. With the conclusion
of the football season and the arrival of
examinations, F. B. BUCKLEY is less in
evidence, but he was seen being very
energetic in the Steeplechase in the Sports.
Our other aspirant on that occasion was
J. C. DARK, who was a good second in three
events and should go far if he lives cleanly ;
lie is also in the cricket team. Fellow medical
K. T. C. McKENZIE is also subdued by the
passing of football, but is seen eating with
M. G. FITZGERALD in so hearty a manner
that we presume their health is still good.
We cannot say the same for N. V. L. H I L L ,
who has sawn off his beard and now exposes
his face. We note with relief t h a t whisker is
again beginning to cover it. " BLUEY "
CHURCHMAN is working hard, as are J. R.
MARRIAN and " S T I N K E R " TROBRIDGE
(as they called him a t his preparatory school).
W. R. DAVIES still toys with his food ; we
noted with admiration a house he had made
from potato, and our interest gratified him—
for he was proud of it. D. R. ALLCOTT is
President of the Physical Society and his
joy at the honour was touching till we
explained that the rumour of pay was unfounded.
J. R. VANE goes round the
tearoom with a tittle bag at six o'clock ; we
thought he kept hens until we saw him contentedly munching in a corner, with V.
JOHNSON patiently awaiting offerings.
J. H. PUGH is a dental student in his better
moments ;
prudence does not admit an
account of his worse, whilst the misdeeds of
P. CARLISLE and P. E. FRANCIS defy
description. Space does not allow report of
K. S. MAKIN, for which he is thankful.
So, in conclusion, we wish the school well and
look forward to greeting new faces next year.

drama and some equally lurid characters
nearer and dearer to both schools.
Supper and more dancing until 10-0 p.m.
to the music of John Bryan and his Orchestra
rounded off a most enjoyable evening. Mutual
intercourse between the schools had rarely
looked more promising.
K.P.T.

CONFERENCE P R O S P E C T
A BRIEF note on this year's Sixth Form
Foundation Conference. As we go to press,
the complete programme is not available ;
b u t it shall be insisted t h a t the Committee
has expanded beyond the boundaries of last
year, and fully intends to spend twice as
much.
Among the speakers who have
definitely accepted our invitation are Mr.
Kingsley Martin, the editor of the New
Statesman and Nation, and Mr. James Agate,
the well-known dramatic critic and professional egotist. There will be a Conference
" Hop," and a cricket match versus the
Combined Grammar Schools ; and it is hoped
to arrange a concert at the Barber Institute
to occupy one of the afternoons. Finally,
there will be a film show of Orson Welles'
"Citizen K a n e " in one of the city's larger
cinemas, and a special performance of
" Hamlet " by the New Dramatic Company.
The dates of the Conference are to be
July 19th, 20th and 21st.
K. P. TYNAN,

President of the Conference.

GENERAL

BlRMINGHAMIENSIS.

SECRETARY'S

REPORT

W H E N compared with its predecessors, the
past year has on the whole been an uneventful
one. The school is slowly settling down after
its many vicissitudes, but it will be some time
before it recovers completely from them and
from the effects of war. Thus when considering the academic achievement of the School
this year, which is again below the usual
standard, it must be borne in mind that with
the record number of 631 boys in the school,
nearly half of the permanent staff is still
away serving the country ; b u t it is to be
hoped that with their early return the standard of scholarship will return once again to
its usual high level.
In contrast to the disappointing scholastic
record the School has achieved more than its
customary success in other spheres of activity.
The various societies are now flourishing,
although there is still a considerable number
of people who fail to avail themselves of the
facilities of the School Club. The meetings
of the Literary Society are becoming
increasingly popular, whilst the Musical and
Dramatic Societies also deserve particular

J O I N T HOP
ONE of the more important of the increasing
number of Joint activities took place on
Friday, May 25th, in Big School. The Joint
' Hop " was generally agreed to be the most
successful social occasion between the schools
m recent years.
Dancing began after a
rather riotous game had broken the ice;
and this was soon being witnessed by two
distinguished guests, Canon Blofeld and the
Lord Mayor of Birmingham, Alderman
Wiggins-Davies. In his capacity as Bailiff of
the Foundation, the Lord Mayor was easily
persuaded to speak to the assembly. His
very informal speech was genially delivered
and jovially received.
The cabaret which followed was a popular
success ; the audience eagerly responded to
an invitation to take part in a sketch originally
written for the " Hop," which alternated
between the lurid figures of Victorian melo5

mention—but these details may be found

running of School activities. The success of
the past year is due in no small way to their
unselfish efforts.

elsewhere in the CHRONICLE.

The improvement in all branches of School
sport t h a t has been evident during the past
few years has been more than maintained.
The Rugby team enjoyed a most successful
season, winning most of its games. The
Siviter-Smith Cup was retained from Bromsgrove and a strong Denstone team was also
defeated. A pleasingly high standard of
play was reached towards the end of the
season, and with all but one of the backs
staying on, prospects for next season are good.
The Seven-a-Side team which won the Schools
of Birmingham tournament exceeded all
expectations by getting into the 3rd round in
the Public Schools competition.
Up to date, the Cricket has been disappointing. Although Bromsgrove was defeated, the
team suffered a crushing defeat at the hands
of Denstone. Prospects for the future are,
however, a little brighter, there being many
promising young players in the Lower School.
The School is rapidly gaining a high
reputation for its Swimming ; so far this year
the team has won all of its matches, most of
them b y large margins. The Swimming Sports
will take place at the end of this term.
Athletics, it would seem, are gaining in
popularity, for a record number of standards
was attained this year. The Athletic Sports
were held in fine weather a t the end of the
Easter term, and several good performances
were put up, particularly among the juniors.
The Athletics team defeated Bloxham and
Bromsgrove, and was unfortunate to lose
narrowly to Birmingham University.
Shooting has carried out the usual House
programme, and several School matches have
been shot with quite favourable results.
Two teams were entered for the Country
Life competition, but the scores were rather
disappointing.
The Fives enthusiasts still wait patiently
for the day when Fives equipment will be
obtainable once more—may their patience
soon be rewarded. The Chess team has
prospered, winning most of its games and
inflicting a severe defeat on the University.
With a minimum of practice and in spite of
poor weather, the P.T. team gave a creditable
display a t the Gymkhana.
The J.T.C., A.T.C. and Scouts continue
with their good work and have reached a
high level of efficiency.
The Foundation Conference which is being
held at the end of the present term is of an
even more ambitious nature than the
previous one, and should be both entertaining
and instructive. The Dramatic Society, which
gave a fine performance of " Abraham
Lincoln " earlier in the year, will be able to
see Birmingham's New Dramatic Company
produce " Hamlet " for the occasion.
Finally, I would like to thank all those
masters who have helped with the smooth

G. L.

ARNOLD,

Captain of the School and General Secretary.

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN "
A CYNICAL critic once observed that an
amateur performance was one in which the
performers enjoyed themselves more than the
audience. This dictum certainly did not
apply to the Dramatic Society's production
last December of a play which happened to
have a topical as well as an intrinsic interest.
That the actors enjoyed themselves was
evident enough, but no less evident was the
appreciation of their efforts by the audience
in Big School.
The appreciation was well deserved. After I
its many makeshift years, the Society took
eager advantage of the opportunity a t last
given by the new stage and its comprehensive
equipment. War-time difficulties were not at
an end, and the spectres .of utility and
austerity obtruded themselves now and then ;
but the resource and determination of Mr.
R. E. GREENWAY, who was assisted by
MISS SANDERS, MAJOR LAMBERT, the
Arts and Crafts Society, and a group of
enthusiastic electricians, ensured t h a t the
production was adequately staged. It was
introduced by the School Orchestra which,
in accordance with a tradition which might
well lapse, received less attention than it
merited.
Mr. Greenway inspired his large cast with
his own disciplined keenness and managed his
team skilfully, with full awareness of their
various capabilities. He was ably seconded
by K. P. TYNAN, who not only played the
part of Lincoln with remarkable command of
technique, but kept it to scale. The School
has had promising actors in the past (and
some of them have since showrn more than
promise), but rarely one who has so successfully exploited his own unusual talent without
spoiling the balance of the play. Tynan
rightly dominated "Abraham Lincoln,"
but he did not swamp it. M. B. BIDDLE
made a good Mrs. Lincoln, and G. B. LAUGHLAND a sprightly Susan. J. B. CHAPMAN
had obviously given much thought to his
interpretation of William Seward, A. T.
TOLLEY made a clever little study of
Frederick Douglass, and P. L. RAWLL was
a convincingly bibulous Grant. Of the rest,
everyone would be worth an honourable
mention.
This is not the place to attempt a revaluation of Drinkwater's play, b u t it may be |j
pertinent to comment on its somewhat
unexpected effectiveness in amateur hands. It
6

large plate-glass window, and scratching
thereon exquisite profiles with a diamond
pencil." This could (so free and empty are
words) have been young Rimbaud, the
marvellous boy.
Forget Verlaine, soon
shoddily to drag his genius and bundle of
messy neuroses shabbily to school-mastering
in Hampshire;
(blessed incongruity !) ;
forget Verlaine, he was always chasing
Rimbauds. Rimbaud illuminated hell and
was very young and grotesque ; blithe in
misdemeanour,
softly
gun-running
in
Morocco whilst uncritical fanfares blew
abroad his legend.
He sang his songs to himself in increasing
confusion. All was to be harmony, a harmony
of remote cadence ; the harmony of confession
through symbols, coyly disclaiming the touch
of nature. • Crocodile critics wept at its
beauty, melted at the music of
" L'usage du cabinet est interdit pendant
l'arret du train en gare."
The harmony was a sad saraband; it
hung long on a willow, then fell wetly.
Truth and the Word were infinitely divorced.
Logic was become unreal, more than real,
surreal.
There was one apart.
Indescribably
leisured, a stranger to the maelstrom, Marcel
Proust sank two quivering antennas into the
pool of his recollections. " Je m'attachais & me
rappeler exactement la ligne du toit, la nuance
de la pierre qui, sans que je pusse comprendre
pourquoi, m'avaient semble pleines, pretes
a s'entr'ouvrir, a me livrer ce dont elles
n'etaient qu'un couvercle." The jaws of his
memory were ponderous indeed and marble.
The rows of his reminiscent volumes weigh
as much as a largish antelope.
And Guillaume Apollinaire.
He went
quickly, deftly, directly across the lawns of
Versailles-in-art,
" Oil le mystere en fleurs s'offre a qui veut
le cueillir.
II y a des feux nouveaux des couleurs
jamais vues,
Mille phantasmes imponderables
Auxquels il faut donner de la realite"
Devout and donnish ; here was Phoebus
Apollinaire turned fasting friar.
(And Maeterlinck, funereal, fairly disconsolate, dwelling solitary in dark purples).
The superb, the aquiline, wasMallarme, most
refined of singers ; with whose hair Apollo's
lute was clearly strung. He was passing
proud, and rode in sorrow through Persepolis.
There was no place for his ecstatic credo. He
was a superfluous man, homager to a sun-god
who nourished strange fruit. He meditated
and said :
" Pour moi, le cas d'un poete, en cette
societe qui ne le permet de vivre, c'est le
cas d'un homme qui s'isole pour sculpter
son propre tombeau."
(Scorning great eagle flights, Gustave
Flaubert preciously isolates himself to practise

sained dramatically by some drastic and
expert surgery; and nearly all the actors
»ave full weight to lines which have stood the
test of familiarity.
G.A.S.

LITTLE P O E M I N P R O S E :
POUR L'ART "

" L'ART

W E shall follow the spiraifc of thin blue smoke,
streaming from the incense of the high grave
altar.

*

*

*

*

These are the flowers. I speak constantly,
aloof in gesture, of these, the flowers. They
are the small, the fine ; they are of filigree
tracery; not rivulets washed them, but
water of hard fountains of alabaster of
horizon plum-purple.
They impress by
Tightness of form, shape suiting shape, arc
minutely succeeding solemn arc.
These
are the flowers, perishable first-fruits: rare,
rare for Parnassus ! Of cut, meticulously
cut glass, they tinkle in the bronze vase.
Stare, then, a t the figurehead, hanging
romantically from the tall prow. This is
Theophile Gautier, crested as to the intellect
like a serpent, waistcoat fulsomely a-swagger;
already, outrageously (you note the Sphinxglint in the eye), " Mademoiselle de Maupin "
is conceived. He is poise, he is selfhood.
Others mount his suncar, the throne of
beaten gold. Mark the elegant devotees:
Robert de Montesquiou, perhaps a mooncalf,
daubing and gilding a darling tortoise with
careful subtlety; Heredia, scanning lanes
of silence to find mediaeval idols, swimming
in contemplation of, say, '' Les deux Enfants
divins, le Desir et la Mort."
Each seeks sensation, novelty of experience;
this one nobly, that one hysterically. The
avant-garde harks grimly back to the
splendours and miseries of de Sade. Huysmans creates Des Esseintes, arch-type of the
new idealism. Pause ; wait for a voice.
" Huysmans is quite right, ideas are well
enough until you are twenty, afterwards only
words are bearable." This is George Moore,
faute de mieux, earnestly affecting insouciance, a disciple in green spectacles ; as
extravagant as the rest, but they are high
priests, he is but a disciple. He speaks well
for them, and the cult of the word. In the
beginning were the words, and the words were
with God, and the words were God. But
there was no God ; it was necessary to invent
one.
Meanwhile, the " nouveau frisson." At
un
?f?*'
frisson d'or, de nacre, et
d'emeraude."
„ Moore was still speaking. He was saying
Huysmans is right," and talking of " a
consumptive youth weaving garlands of sad
flowers with pale, weak hands, or leaning to a
7

his fastidious craft of words, and to smoke
numberless Turkish cigarettes
between
sentences.)
The poets were beautiful. They ignored the
trio of prophetic sisters who surrounded
them—Mater Lacrimarum, Mater Suspiriorum,
and (most oppressive and claustrophobic)
Mater Tenebrarum. They went on writing,
yearly more discordant, hourly more recherche,
into a novel century of culchah, self-conscious
opium trances, and patness. They were
fragile, and, living, they died.
" If we begin to die when we live ; and long
life be but a prolongation of death : our life
is a sad composition ; we live with death, and
die not in a moment."
These were the flowers, the flowers t h a t
have passed, eternally, the wonderful flowers ;
a plume of petal, a plume !

*

*

*

*

The spirals have faded into air, leaving a
dust of ash. There is no Phoenix.
K.P.T.
The time is out of joint; 0 cursed spite,
That ever I was born to set it right !
I DARE to believe t h a t the time theories held,
and practised in our household are more
startling than either Einstein's or Dunne's.
All in our home firmly believe t h a t time is
elastic, and that by turning back the hour
hand of the clock one turn, an extra hour is
gained. But, for the putting forward of the
hour hand—it is a ceremony pursued quietly,
with tightened Ups, and all the solemnity
which the speeding away of mortal life
induces.
The first application of the elastic time
theory is the system of having the clock
thirty-five minutes fast, so that the striking
of 7-0 means.that is is nearing 6-30, and, it is
explained with great glee, " We still have
five minutes more." " Five minutes more "—
another escape from that fell sergeant, Death!
And in explanation of the demand why the
clock should strike seven times when it need
only strike once, one is told : " You can
hear it more easily." These are very close
moments.
But the followers of the motto, " Thirtyfive minutes fast, up in time," only number a
part of the household. Others believe in
having the clock two hours fast, so t h a t they
can laze in bed in a mild stupor in the
mornings. " Two hours," they say, " after
everyone else has, t h a t is, should have, got
up, t h a t is, if they went to bed . . . " These
people, the less brainy of our family, go to
bed two hours after the normal time, which
is got by comparing the wireless programmes
with the Radio Times. They think that this

balances the hours gained in the morning. .
This group is distinguished from the others I
by the rings under their eyes, and their i
curiously lazy, and even sleepy manners.
We had expected this position to change,
when news bulletins were introduced at
almost every hour, but we reckoned without [
the twenty-four-hour system. To some of us
it came as a blessing, to others it was a curse, i
The weaker members of the household mixed
it up with the wavelengths, and used to sit,
terrified, listening to Gaelic religious services.
And, as usual, two camps formed at home—
those who wrote the twenty-four-hour system
on brown paper, and glued it on the clock face,
and those who went back to nature and used,
the sun-dial. Complications arose, however,
when it was found t h a t the sun-dial swivelled
on its base : a fact which had been exploited
by the " Continentalists."
Thus rests the position at present. You
may call on us whenever you will, there
always being somebody moving around, at
any hour of the day or night, to welcome you.
Some indeed are suspected of never going to
bed, and this is not to be wondered at, since
there is a ceaseless ringing of bells and striking
of clocks. But, taking warning never to ask
what the time is (we dislike " agents
provocateurs "), you will find us as happy,
and, I might laughingly say, as sane a family
as you could wish to find anywhere.
J.G.D.
SATIRE
T H E vice and folly which are almost coeval
with human existence, and which taint human
nature, first created the satirist. We should
not, therefore, attribute his severity to a
malignity of disposition so much as to an
indignation at depravity, and a desire to
reform the degenerate existence of his fellow
creatures. The satirist has often proved more
beneficial to the correction of a state than its
churches or legal code; for law cannot
entirely punish us for the vices that destroy
our bodies, consume our property, and
degrade our character, nor can religion
entirely control folly, any more than she can
oust vice. Many people are untouched by
promises and threats which pertain only to \
the world to come, and many are so fettered
by habit and prepossession that they ignore I
the penalties which they believe to exist.
For this reason, namely, that our legal anc
moral codes are unable entirely tb extirpate
our vices and foolish foibles, nature hail
implanted in each of us a sense which tend! I
to correct our inclinations and dispositions
where the control of law and church havf
failed to effect any results. This sense is i I
desire of public estimation and of opei|
competition which not only has its effect*
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upon our achievements in every art and
science, but also curbs our vices, and tends to
render our personal character respectable.
It is this sense of shame, call it ego, call it
conscience, call it what you will, which satire
pricks into active moral reform.
Satire, then, has proved the weak spot in
the armour of the debauchee and libertine,
who care not a straw for church or morality,
but who are most concerned about their
personal reputation. Derision and contempt
are far more potent reformers than the church
and the constable.
There are two main divisions into which
satire may fall; word and portrait. The word
may be sub-divided* into the written and
spoken word, and the portrait can descend to
mere caricature, falling outside the sphere of
true satire. Of the great satirists, Horace
and Juvenal were narrators, writers who
portrayed the general characteristics of an
individual, society, or people, in prose or
verse; Aristophanes was a dramatist,
describing the perfect resemblance by comedy;
and Hogarth exercised the style known as
picturesque, the story in paint or line. But
what of the satirist himself ?
The satirist, it has been said, is " a poet, or
soul well born, that has been parlously out of
luck." Driven to despair by the apparent
sterility of his imagination, and his perilous
position between the greater and baser types
of men, the unhappy poet is only saved by
the discovery of laughter.
His creative
urge, nay, his passionate desire to write
winged words, undergoes a metamorphosis
and returns as a burning and well-nigh
irrepressible call to destroy, to cleanse, and
to purge his own and all other minds, and
make them fit for art and the freer exercise
m
life of the divine power of imagination.
Satire applies to its victims the final, the
certain test without having passed which a
man may not attempt to soar. And if he
make the attempt without passing the test,
and be puffed with his own conceit, then
satire becomes a glass to concentrate the
heat of the sun upon him, rising upon wings
of wax, until such time as he falls through his
own folly, a veritable Icarus.

through his childishness he employs satire.
To collate his material and moral progress,
this indeed is a sight for laughter.
Genuine satires are few, but, in their own
way, they are all masterpieces. They have a
style unequalled for precision and curtness.
Take this extract from Swift : " I t is recorded of Mahomet that upon a visit he was
going to pay in Paradise, he had an offer
of several vehicles to conduct him upwards,
as fiery chariots, winged horses, celestial
sedans ; but he refused them all, and would
be borne to heaven upon nothing but his
ass." Or again, Voltaire : " Dans une de
ces planets qui tournent autour de l'etoile
nominee Sirius, il y avait un jeune homme de
beaucoup d'esprit que j ' a i l'honneur de
connaltre dans le dernier voyage qu'il fit
sur notre petite fourmiliere.
II s'appelait
Micromegas, nom qui convient fort a tous
les grands."
And in that one name, Micromegas, is
summed up the entire lore of satire, the
delicious topsy-turviness of everything, the
comic distortion, the magnification of the
"unimportant, and the minimization of the
obvious. In a word, the glorious combination
of small and great t h a t makes satire so
delectable to sample.
Satire, it has been written, is a purge, and
a healthy man takes to it as naturally as a
dog to grass. It is only when affectation has
grown in upon men's vitals like a tumour t h a t
satire is used to cut it out.
G.D.

IMMORTALITY

And must there die with thee t h a t wondrous
world
Where memory guards the purest breaths of
life,
The new and welcome sadness of first love.
The voice whose accents woke t h y sleeping
heart.
The hand that thou wouldst clasp in thine,
in dreams,
In delving into the grossness of humanity,
And all of life's affections that have touched
J* happens that satire, with its intensive
Thy soul, and made it reach to highest
imagination, leads back to poetry with its
heaven ?
extensive imagination. Every work of art is
And must there die with thee that world of
an act of faith, and equal effort is required
thine,
to swoop below the plane of normality as to__ _JA11 that thou tak'st from life, and mak'st
soar above it. The satirist, passing beyond "
thine own ?
the lyrical impulse, fails to reach the dramatic,
Does
thy soul forge and sift experience
the highest region of artistic creativeness, and
That all may end in doubt and arid air ?
turns upon the world to break the insensirauty that has affected him with its paralysis.
E.G.
J^he motive behind satire is, and always will
necessi
2
t y . Art is man's method of hewing
Translated from the Spanish poem " j Y ha
nts way to his own divinity, and to bite
de morir contigo . . . " by Antonio Maehado.

R U G B Y FOOTBALL R E P O R T
LITTLE daunted by a poor start, the School XV went on to complete what must be one of the |
most successful seasons the school has had for some time.
Twenty games were played, of which thirteen were won and one drawn, the last twelve
games having been won in succession. Against other schools, ten matches were played, seven i
won, and one drawn. The Siviter-Smith Cup was retained from Bromsgrove and a strong
Denstone team was defeated, though narrowly, whilst the previous term's defeat by Wyggeston
was avenged towards the end of the season.
With only two colours remaining from the previous season, difficulty was encountered at
first in organizing the backs, whose combination was poor. However, the team made up for
what it lacked in experience by keenness, and the backs soon improved beyond measure.
Although their handling was, at times, weak, they gave several pleasing performances during
the latter part of the season. On the whole the forwards were good, though inclined to be
lethargic, being outplayed on occasion by less experienced but more energetic forwards.
Their line-out work was fairly good, whilst they did well to hold heavier packs, but much of the
fine hooking done by P. LAISTER was spoilt by slow heeling which also hindered the work of
the halves. The position of scrum-half was filled by B. A. PHILLIPS, who rapidly improved
the length and accuracy of his passes, whilst at stand-off half P. O. KENDRICK, though
unorthodox, served the three-quarters well.
The defence of the team was always sound, and the standard of tackling has been high
throughout the season.
With three colours and four other members of last season's team definitely staying on,
prospects for next term are fairly bright.
The team should be particularly strong behind
the scrum. Finally, we should like to thank Messrs. Copland and Leeds, and all others who
helped with the running of school football.
RESULTS O F MATCHES
FIRST

XV.

December 9—v. Arts and Crafts College R.F.C
,,
16—v. King's School, Worcester
February
3—v. Parasites R.F.C
„
10—v. Denstone College
14—v. J. C. Dark's XV
„
17—v. Birmingham University II
,,
24—v. Wyggeston G.S
SECOND

December
February

9—v. Bromsgrove School II
16—v. Tettenhall College
17—v. Central Grammar School
24—v. Q.M.G.S., Walsall

February

17—v. Central Grammar School II

December
February
„ '

2—v.
9—v.
10—v.
17—v.
24—v.

February
„ '

10—v. Central Grammar School
17—v. K.E.G.S., Five Ways

THIRD

COLTS XV

Home.
Away
Home.
Home.
Away
Away.
Home.

Won.
Won.
Won.
Won.
Won.
Won.
Won.

11- 0
18- 3
9- 3
10- 5
6-0
8- 3
18- 6

Away.
Home.
Home.
Away.

Lost.
3- 6
Won.
24- 0
Drawn 0- 0
Lost.
0-16

Away.

Lost.

5- 6

Away.
Away.
Away.
Home.
Away.

Won.
Lost.
Lost.
Lost.
Won.

9- 6
6-26
4-18
0-5
13- 3

Home.
Home.

Lost.
Lost.

3-26
0-30

XV.

XV.

(UNDER

FIFTEEN).

Solihull School
K.E.G.S., Aston
Wyggeston G.S.
R.G.S., Worcester
Q.M.G.S., Walsall
U N D E R FOURTEEN

XV.

:

SCHOOL V. PARASITES R.F.C.

Played on Saturday, February 3rd. Home. Won. 9-3.
Although the Parasites scored a penalty goal in the opening stages of the game, the school
pressed their line hard during the first half, tries coming from A. R. Corley and P. O. Kendrick.
Both teams tired rapidly after the interval, and the superior weight of the opposing pack began
to have effect, the School having little of the ball from the tight scrums. Towards the end of
the game, M. Morrison kicked a fine penalty goal.
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SCHOOL V. DENSTONE COLLEGE.

Played on Saturday, February Wth. Home. Won 10-5.
The School deserved their victory, although t h e visiting backs were notable for speed,
confidence, and positioning. The School pack, although lighter than their opponents, got their
share of the ball, but the Denstone backs stood firm, and their speed and fine handling often
carried play into the School half. After nineteen minutes, the School forwards took the ball
into the Denstone half, P . O. Kendrick gathered it, cut through the Denstone defence, a n d
passed out t o A. R. Corley, who touched down between the posts, H. G. H. Croft converting.
Taking advantage of the wind in t h e second half, Denstone kept t h e play away from their
line, and eventually a movement in which six Denstone backs took part ended in a try, aeonversion levelling the scores.
The school then fought back hard and ten minutes from time
Corley again crossed the Denstone line between the posts, and Croft converted a second time.
After the match B. J. Bodenham, B . A. Phillips, M. Morrison, and N. S. Sutherland were
awarded School Football Colours.
SCHOOL V. BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY I I .

Played on Saturday, February nth. Away.
Won 8—3.
In the School's first victory over the University team since 1938, the handling of a muddy
ball was excellent. Both three-quarter lines lacked thrust, although the School backs were
unlucky on several occasions. A. R. Corley made a dash of forty yards to score by t h e
posts a t r y which H . G. H. Croft converted. After t h e interval Tomlinson rounded off a
three-quarter movement to score an unconverted t r y for t h e school, whilst the University
scored shortly before " no side " after a kick ahead.
SCHOOL V. WYGGESTON G.S.

Played on Saturday, February 24th. Home. Won 18—6.
The School avenged their previous defeat at t h e hands of Wyggeston in no doubtful
manner after an uninspiring game. Conditions made passing difficult and most of the scoring
resulted from penalties or individual efforts. In the first half H. G. H. Croft kicked a penalty
goal, and Jacombs dribbled the ball across the Wyggeston line, enabling Heron t o score a t r y
which Croft converted. After the interval A. R. Corley ran twenty yards to score a further
try which Croft converted. Wyggeston then landed a good penalty goal, after which P . O.
Kendrick evaded his opposite number and passed out to G. L. Arnold, who scored, Croft again
converting. Wyggeston finished the scoring by dribbling the ball over the school line. After
the match P. Laister and H. G. H . Croft were awarded their School Football Colours.
The XV has been : SELLS, TAUNTON, JACOMBS, A. R. CORLEY (Vice-Captain and
Secretary), TOMLINSON, P . O. KENDRICK, B. A. P H I L L I P S , M. MORRISON, P . LAISTER, H. G.
H. CROFT, B. J. BODENHAM, DICKINSON, P . W. W E L C H , N. S. SUTHERLAND, and G. L. ARNOLD

(Captain),

Also played : H E R O N , HODGETTS, SILL and DARBY.
SEVEN-A-SIDE.

The School sent a representative team to the Public Schools' " Seven-a-side " competition
at Richmond and t o the Schools of Birmingham tournament. At Richmond the team fared
even better than could have been expected, defeating University College and Wellington
College, before losing in the third round to the runners-up, Oundle.
The team won the Birmingham competition by dint of hard tackling, the superior speed of
the School backs, and all-round strength.
In the first round the team had little difficulty against Saltley G.S., but the game against
K.E.G.S., Five Ways, in the semi-final proved hard. T h e final proved something of an anticlimax after the gruelling semi-final and the school defeated K.E.G.S., Aston, fairly easily.
The team well deserved its success, for much free time was given u p t o practices. Our
thanks are again due to Mr. Copland for his unstinted services as referee and for his guidance ;
and also t o those unfortunates who were not in the team b u t who, nevertheless, turned u p
regularly to practices.
It is hoped t h a t the School will continue to enter for these competitions, for great keenness
was shown by all, and the team thoroughly enjoyed playing.
At the Birmingham Competition :
School v. Saltley G.S
Won. 2 6 - 0
School v. K.E.G.S., Five Ways
Won.
3- 0
School v. K.E.G.S., Aston
Won. 1 1 - 3
At the Old Deer Park, Richmond :
School v. U.C.S
Won. 6 - 3
School v. Wellington College
Won.
3-0
School v. Oundle
Lost.
0-16
e t e a m w a s: A R
P w ^
- - Corley, Tomlinson, P . O. Kendrick, B . A. Phillips, M. Morrison,
• V- Welch, G. L. Arnold. Reserves : N. S. Sutherland, Sells.
G. L. ARNOLD,

Captain of Rugby
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Football.

CRICKET R E P O R T
So far this term the fortunes of the 1st X I have fluctuated rather widely, but it now seems
as though it has found its feet. The three defeats were due mainly to a lack of confidence on
the part of the later batsmen, a fault which was in no way helped by the fact t h a t it was not
until the third match t h a t the tail batted under favourable circumstances. The Bromsgrove
match proved t h a t all is not over when the first four wickets have fallen, and t h a t even number
eight can pull the game round.
The fielding has also shown a marked improvement, for although lacking polish, it is keen
and has backed up the bowlers better than during more than one previous season. The attack
has been very steady in all the matches played so far and with an extra bit of life it should
prove a severe obstacle to any school side.
The other School teams have carried on the game with good results, the 2nd X I in particular,
while the Colts have some very promising players in their ranks.
Finally, I should like to thank Mr. E. J. Smith for the invaluable work he has done towards
building up the teams, and Mr. Leeds for his untiring energy and help in the same direction.
If only more cricketers will do a little in return, there will be no need to have any fears about
the School's cricket.
RESULTS.
FIRST

April 28—Home. v.
May 5—
v.
12—Home. v.
19—Home. v.
30—Away. v.
June 2—Away. v.
9—Home. v.

Mr. A. E. Leeds' X I
Birmingham University I I
Sutton Coldfield C.C
King's School, Worcester
Warwick School
Denstone College
Bromsgrove School

April 28—Away. v.
May 12—Away. v.
19—Away. v.
30—Home. v.
June 2—Home. v.
9—Away. v.

Five Ways I
Camp Hill I
Stratford G.S. 1
Warwick II
Central G.S. I
Bromsgrove II

XL

For.
101 for 5 dec.
58
108 for 5
48
49
96 for 9

SECOND

THIRD

UNDER

113 for 6
104 for 7
49 for
53 for
94

ResDrawn.
Cancelk
dec.
Los.
dec.
W,
4
Los
1
Lo.

XL

46
29 for 5
82 for 8 dec.
lllfor7dec.
30 for 6
58 for 2

48 for 5
26
56 for 8
55
29
57

Lost.
Won.
Drawn.
Won.
Won.
Won.

97

36

Won.

12

14 for 2

Lost.

47
16 for 4

48 for 0
15

Lost.
Won:

XL

May 19—Away. v. Stratford G.S. II
COLTS :

Against.
86 for 3

FOURTEEN.

May 12—Away. v. Camp Hill Under 14
UNDER FIFTEEN.

May 30—Away. v. Warwick School Under 15
June 9—Away. v. Central G.S. II
SCHOOL V.

XI

... .

M R . A. E.

LEEDS'

XL

Played at Eastern Road on April 28th.
Drawn.
School: 101 for 5 declared (P. O. Kendrick, 42 ; G. X. Hackett, 21)
86 for 3 (S. Merritt, 40).
SCHOOL V. SUTTON COLDFIELD

Mr. A. E. Leeds'

C.C.

Played at Eastern Road on May 12th. Lost.
A. School: 58.
Sutton Coldfield C.C. : 113 for 6 declared (Wood, 4 3 ; Stevenson, 2 1 ;
J. Lippett, 5 for 30).
SCHOOL V. K I N G ' S SCHOOL, WORCESTER.

Played at Eastern Road on May 19M. Won.
King's School, batting first, were never on top of the bowling, most of the runs coming
from a fifth-wicket stand which produced, among other things, shots which it is hoped wil
never be seen again. The School was left an hour and a half to get the runs. This task was
accomplished in 65 minutes without a chance being given.
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Scores :
K I N G ' S SCHOOL, WORCESTER.

SCHOOL.

Tyson, l.b.w., b Lippitt
Bishop, b Murley
Darlington, l.b.w., b Pell
Winter, l.b.w., b Pell
Hawkins, b Sells
Wolfson, b Lippitt
Williams, not out
Hambling, Evans and Brown did not b a t
Extras

5 G. A. Pell, l.b.w., b Evans
1 Harrison, l.b.w., b Evans
12 Hackett, not out
21 Kendrick, c Winter, b Hawkins
28 A. J. Lippitt, l.b.w., b Evans
32 Spencer, c Winter, b Evans
5 Tynan, not out
Sells, Charlesworth, Golby and Murley
did not b a t
0
Extras

TOTAL (for 7 wickets, declared)
. . 104
A. J. Lippitt, 3 for 37 ; G. A. Pell, 2 for 19.

TOTAL (for 5 wickets)

23
15
38
4
11
4
6
7
108

Evans, 4 for 33.

SCHOOL V. W A R W I C K SCHOOL.

Played at Warwick on May 30th. Lost.
The School was unable to make use of the advantage of winning the toss, and collapsed,
after an unlucky start, before a mediocre attack. Warwick had to fight t o win, t h e School
bowling being particularly steady, but unfortunately not vital enough to obtain the necessary
wickets.
Scores :
SCHOOL.

W A R W I C K SCHOOL.

G. A. Pell, b McGuire
Harrison, run out
Hackett, c McGuire, b Charlton
Kendrick, c Lewis, b Edwards
A, J. Lippitt, b McGuire
Spencer, b White
Sells, l.b.w., b White
Reese, b Fret well
Charlesworth, c Bates (M.) b White
Golby, b White
Murley, not out
Extras

1
3
17
0
3
3
1
0
0
0
12

Bates (D.), b Pell
Lewis, not out
Barrow, c Pell, b Lippitt
Smith, b Pell
Bates (M.), c Spencer, b Pell
Edwards, not out
White, Sen Gupta, McGuire, Fretwell,
and Charlton did not b a t .

Extras

48

TOTAL

White, 4 for 8, McGuire, 2 for 9.

7
28
4
3
3
0

TOTAL (for 4 wickets)

49

G. A. Pell, 3 for 11.

SCHOOL V. DENSTONE COLLEGE.

Played at Denstone on June 2nd. Lost.
Batting first on a wicket which was dry at one end and wet at t h e other, t h e School
never looked confident against a steady attack backed up by fine fielding ; only Hackett
offered any real resistance. Denstone had little trouble in getting the runs, for although t h e
wicket took spin, the bowlers had great difficulty in gaining a foothold.
Scores :
SCHOOL.

G. A. Pell, b Sharp
Harrison, c Hignell, b Everall
Hackett, b Hignell
Kendrick, c Alban, b Foster
A. J. Lippitt, b Hignell
spencer, b Hignell
2fds, hit wicket, b Foster
«eese, c Everall, b Hignell
Charlesworth, st Stocks, b Sharp
w>lby, not out
Murley, l.b.w., b Foster
Extras
TOTAL

DENSTONE COLLEGE.

...

3
1
20
3
1
1
1
3
3
0
8
5

Sharp, not out
15
Hignell, b Pell
9
Alban, not out
26
Ray, Webster, Ashcroft, Taylor, Foster,
Everall, Davies, and Stocks did not bat.

Extras

49

TOTAL (for 1 wicket)

Hignell, 4 for 12, Foster, 3 for 13.
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SCHOOL V. BROMSGROVE SCHOOL.

Played at Eastern Road on June 9th. Won.
Bromsgrove batted first in cold and damp weather, conditions which handicapped the
bowlers before lunch. A sudden change round in t h e middle of t h e Bromsgrove innings
resulted in their total amounting to only 94, after being 67 for 4 at one point. The School
innings began with a procession, but a fine fighting stand by Murley and Spencer enabled the
School t o win one of the most exciting games played at Eastern Road by one wicket. The
final score was 108.
Scores :
BROMSGROVE SCHOOL.

Roberts, l.b.w., b Murley
Dyer, l.b.w., b Murley
Lane, b Lippitt
Kleiser, b Pell
Reid-Smith, b Pell
Walters, c Kendrick, b Pell
Whitford, c Kendrick, b Pell
Baker, c Hackett, b Lippitt
Cochrane, b Lippitt
Lewis, b Lippitt
Couch, not out
Extras
TOTAL

SCHOOL.

17
1
2
50
2
9
0
4
1
5
0
3

G. A. Pell, b Reid-Smith
Harrison, run out
Hackett, b Reid-Smith
Kendrick, c and b Baker
A. J. Lippitt, b Reid-Smith
Spencer, b Reid-Smith
Mercer, b Reid-Smith
Murley, not out
Newman, c Couch, b Reid-Smith
Sells, l.b.w., b Baker
Reese, not out
Extras
TOTAL (for 9 wickets)

94

A . J . Lippitt, 4 for 30 ; G. A. Pell, 4 for 32 ;
Murley, 2 for 17.

22
0
3
1
2
20
0
35
3
7
0
3
96

Reid-Smith, 7 for 28 ; Baker, 2 for 29.

Cricket Characters
has reverted to his old place behind the
G. A. P E L L (1943-44-45), Captain : A
wickets with considerable success.
Dunt's.
captain who has led a young side exceptionally
well throughout an unlucky season. He is a
J. G. HARRISON : A promising young bat
slow to medium pace bowler who breaks the
who has not yet settled down, one of the main
ball both ways, while being able to swing the
causes of his failure being his tendency to
ball in the air. However, his bowling has not
play back with his right foot pointing down
yet encountered many ideal wickets.
the wicket. A useful fielder close in.
Undoubtedly the finest batsman on the side,
Roberts'.
he possesses a fluent style with a command
M. G. H. SPENCER : A safe and reliable
over all the strokes. He is especially strong
bat who has played several useful innings, '
on the off side. His best strokes are a powerand has improved greatly since he began to 1
ful cover-drive, and a wristy late cut. A
hit from the shoulders. A safe fielder in
very safe slip fielder.
Captain of Leeds'.
most positions.
Leeds'.
A . J . LIPPITT (1944-45), Vice-Captain : A
D. J. G. SELLS : A useful all-rounder who
good, fast-medium bowler who always works
has blossomed out most as a bowler. A |
hard, with the result that he has met with
valuable late batsman, who will be even more |
success even on unsuitable wickets. He would
reliable when he plays forward more. A
however, reap further reward by using his
very good outfielder and a good judge of a
brain a little more.
As a batsman he is
catch.
Dunt's.
experiencing that lean period that comes to
J. T. MURLEY : A steady medium-paced
all. A reliable field in all positions.
bowler who can often bring the ball back
Dunt's.
quite sharply, and has recently proved himself to be more than a useful left-hand bat,
P. O. KENDRICK, Hon. Secretary:
A
although his running between the wickets
stylish batsman who played a very promising
needs improving. A sound fielder anywhere.
innings at the beginning of the season but has
since run into a patch of bad luck. He still
Dunt's > I
declines to treat each ball on its merits and
T. R. R E E S E : Quite a good batsman, who I
is too often looking for the one to hit. A
will make plenty of runs when he has got 1
over his nervousness. A moderate fielder. I
very fine fielder in any position, especially
Copland's.
at cover point.
Captain of Roberts'.
G. N. HACKETT : Probably one of t h e most
The following have also played : J. R"
improved batsmen in the team. His strokeCharlesworth, C. W. Golby, K. P. Tynan.
play has now lost most of its stiffness, and
J. G. Pardoe, J. H. Newman, and J. R. Thas increased in variety, his on-side play still
Mercer.
remaining his strong point.
A good runner
G. A. P E L L ,
between the wickets ; a useful fielder, who
Captain of Cricket.
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ATHLETICS R E P O R T
ATHLETICS are popular in the School and matches this year have been well attended by an
enthusiastic audience of parents and friends, as well as members of the school. Three matches
were run ; two at Eastern Road and one at Bromsgrove ; of the three, two were won and one
lost. Birmingham University, with a scratch team, beat us by 34 points to 32 in a wellcontested match. The annual fixture with Bloxham was held on March 17th under good
conditions, and was won 39-21 ; the third fixture was new, being against Bromsgrove on their
ground, and was won by a large margin of points, 51—10. The Athletics team has shown
itself to be capable of good results, even under poor weather conditions.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Leeds and Mr. Hearne, the former as starter and recorder of the
matches, and the. latter for keeping the ground in excellent condition.
SCHOOL V. BLOXHAM.

100 yards: 1, Bloxham; 2, R. Heron ; 3, Bloxham ; 11^ sees.
Discus: 1, M.Morrison; 2, L. K. J. H. Harvey ; 3, Bloxham ; 107-ft. 6-ins.
High Jump : 1, R. H e r o n ; 2, M. Morrison ; 3, Bloxham ; 4-ft. 11-in.
880 yards : 1, A. R. Corley ; 2, L. K. H. J. Harvey ; 3, Bloxham ; 2 mins. 10f sees.
Javelin : 1, Bloxham ; 2, M. Morrison ; 3, L. K. H. J. Harvey ; 153-ft. 6in.
440 yards : 1, Bloxham ; 2, R. Heron ; 3, Bloxham ; 57*, sees.
Long Jump : 1, Bloxham; 2, Sells ; 3, Bloxham ; 20-ft. 1-in.
Weight: 1, M. Morrison ; 2, Bloxham ; 3, Taunton ; 35-ft. 6-in.
Mile : 1, S. J. Blood ; 2, G. N. H a c k e t t ; 3, Bloxham ; 5 mins. 6 sees.
Relay : 1, K.E.S. ; 2, Bloxham ; 1 min. 4 0 | sees.
SCHOOL V. BROMSGROVE.

100 yards : 1, Tomlinson ; 2, R. Heron ; 3, Bromsgrove ; 11*. s e c s Hurdles: l . L u c k m a n ; 2, Bailer ; 3, Bromsgrove ; 20f secs.
440 yards : 1, R. Heron ; 2, Bromsgrove ; 3, Jacombs ; 57 secs.
High Jump : 1, R. Heron ; 2, M. Morrison ; 3, Bromsgrove ; 4-ft. 11-in.
880 yards : 1, A. R. Corley ; 2, L. K. H. J. Harvey ; 3, Bromsgrove ; 2 mins. 12 secs.
Long Jump : 1, Sells ; 2, Bromsgrove ; 3, Tomlinson ; 17-ft. 3-in.
Weight: 1, M. Morrison ; 2, Taunton ; 3, Bromsgrove ; 34-ft. 3-in.
Mile : 1, S. J. Blood ; 2, Bromsgrove ; 3, Bromsgrove ; 5 mins. 2f secs.
Relay: 1, K.E.S. ; 2, Bromsgrove ; 1 min. 42* secs.

THE ATHLETIC S P O R T S
THE increase of interest in the Athletic Sports has shown itself very obviously in the record
number of 1,377 standards attained this year. The Sports were held on Thursday, March 22nd,
and Saturday, March 24th, and the weather as usual favoured us. Performances were good in
the Open and Intermediate events and the honour of being Open and Intermediate champion
was hotly contested. In the Inter events W. D. Treadwell and W. G. Tomlinson proved better
than the Open contestants and should prove useful assets to School sports for years t o come.
For the first time in several years the Novices' Quarter Mile failed to attract the usual crowd
of boys of all ages and the event was easily won.
The prizes were given away by the Lord Mayor, Alderman Wiggins-Davies.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Leeds for the time and energy he expended in the running of
sports and standards and also to K. P. Tynan, who proved to be an efficient recorder of all
results. To these go our thanks and also to Mr. Hearne and the members of the staff who
helped so invaluably in making the Sports day a success.
„
RESULTS.
Upen 100 yards : 1, R. Heron ; 2, Bailer ; 3, Kendrick ; 11 secs.
inter 100 yards : 1, Tomlinson; 2, Treadwell; 3, Cooper ; 1 If secs.
j .
(This equals the School Record.)
Junior 100 yards : l . F o u l d s ; 2, Hiscox ; 3, Roberts ; 12fsecs.
J-nder 12*100 y a r d s : 1, Heacock ; 2, Stewart ; 3, H i l l ; 13* sees.
^Pen 220 yards : 1, R. Heron ; 2, Wilcox ; 3, Bailer ; 25* secs.
inter 220 yards : 1, Treadwell; 2, Tomlinson ; 3, Jacombs ; 26$ secs.
junior 220 yards : 1, Foulds ; 2, Hiscox ; 3, Heron, J. R. ; 28f secs.
^ n a e r l 2 i 220 yards : 1, Heacock ; 2, Veitch ; 3, Hill ; 32* secs.
Int * y a r d s : !- A - R - Corley ; 2, R. Heron ; 3, L. K. H. J. Harvey ; 56f secs.
nter 440 yards : 1, J a c o m b s ; 2, Radford ; 3, Jackson ; 59f secs.
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Open 880 yards : 1, A. R. Corley ; 2, L. K. H. J. Harvey ; 3, S. J. Blood ; 2 mins. 12f sees.
Inter 880 yards : 1, Radford ; 2, Mead-Briggs ; 3, Morgan. ; 2 mins 24§ sees.
Open Mile : 1, S. J. Blood ; 2, Newby ; 3, A. R. Corley ; 5 mins 17f sees.
Open Hurdles : 1, Bailer; 2, R o i t t ; 3, Luckman ; 19$ sees.
Inter Hurdles: 1, Treadwell; 2, Mead-Briggs; 3, H e a t h ; 18f sees.
Open High Jump ; 1, R. Heron ; 2, Sells ; 3, R o i t t ; 5-ft.
Inter High Jump: : 1, McKellen ; 2, Treadwell; 3, Turner ; 4-ft. 10-in.
Junior High J u m p : 1, Hiscox ; 2, Heron, J. R. ; 3, Foulds ; 4-ft. 4-in.
Under 12J High J u m p : 1, Barlow; 2, Foster ; 3-ft. 6-in.
Open Long J u m p : 1, Sells ; 2, L. K. H. J. Harvey ; 3, Kendrick ; 17-ft. l l j - i n .
Inter Long J u m p : 1, Tomlinson; 2, Treadwell; 3, Cordiner ; 18-ft. 3J-in.
Junior Long J u m p : 1, Foulds ; 2, Heron, J. R. ; 3, Hiscox ; 14-ft. 9£-in.
Under 12J Long J u m p : 1, Heacock ; 2, Veitch ; 3, Talbot and Revill (equal) ; 13-ft. 2-in,
Junior Cricket B a l l : 1, F o u l d s ; 2, Giles ; 3, Roberts ; 201-ft. 3-in.
Under 12 J Cricket Ball; 1, H o m e r ; 2, Buxton ; 3, Hurdman ; 146-ft. 6-in.
Open Discus: 1, M. Morrison ; 2, A. R. Corley ; 3, Taunton ; 124-ft.-8in.
(This is a new school record.)
Inter Discus : 1, J a c o m b s ; 2, Morgan ; 3, Tomlinson ; 90-ft. 10-in.
Open Javelin : 1, M. Morrison ; 2, Taunton ; 3, Dowle ; 140-ft. 9-in.
Inter Javelin : 1, Jacombs ; 2, Withers ; 3, McClelland ; 118-ft. 11-in.
Open Weight : 1, M. Morrison ; 2, Wilcox ; 3, A. R. Corley : 35-ft. 10-in.
Inter Weight: 1, Jacombs ; 2, Tomlinson ; 3, McKellen ; 37-ft. 6-in.
Novices' Quarter : 1, Stewart ; 2, Heron, J. R. ; 3, Roberts.
Open Five Mile Walk : 1, L. K. H. J. Harvey ; 2, Newby ; 3, Anderson ; 47 mins. 40f sees.
(This is a new School record.)
Inter Five Mile Walk : 1, Pitman ; 2, Treadwell; 3, Jacombs ; 50 mins. 55 sees.
Junior Relay (Tudor Club Trophy) : 1, Leeds' ; 2, Copland's ; 3, Dunt's ; 2 mins. 49J sees.
Senior Relay (Holdsworth Cup) : 1, Dunt's ; 2, Robert's ; 3, Copland's ; 3 mins. 33f sees.
Under 12J Championship : Heacock.
Junior Championship : Foulds.
Intermediate Championship : Jacombs.
Open Championship : R. Heron.
M. MORRISON,
Captain of Athletics.
SWIMMING R E P O R T
W I T H four of last year's colours, we expected to have a fairly strong team, but achievements
have exceeded expectations. This is undoubtedly due to the hard work and practice put in
throughout the winter, and all concerned are to be congratulated.
The team is well balanced and without a weak link. Although no individual is unbeaten
in matches, so far, we have at least one potential winner in each of the six customary events,
and the number on which the second strings have actually beaten or closely pressed the first
strings indicates t h a t they are by no means passengers.
Particular mention must be made of N. A. Bates and S.J. Blood, whose exceptional efforts
have gained the school many points in its matches. Of the newer members, M. V. Simpson
and A. K. Dowle merit special note. The former's style is very good and young swimmers
would be well advised to take a few tips from him. The latter, who specializes in breast-stroke,
keeps the first string well up to scratch.
At the time of writing the School has won its first three matches, including three well
swum relay events, this team being : B. O. Bailey, C. E. Hereward, M. A. Collins, M. V.
Simpson, S. J. Blood, and N. A. Bates. This is particularly gratifying, as it is combined effort
which proves the ultimate strength of a team.
In all branches of swimming, Mr. F . L. Kay, as always, has been energetic and most helpful;
to him and Mr. J. Ounsted, who has assisted us on the training side, we offer our sincere appreciation. Our thanks are also due to Mr. A. J. Pashler and the Birmingham Corporation Baths'
Committee for allowing us to hold matches in local baths.
As we are still without our own baths, and have no professional coach, I hope that all keen
swimmers will continue to join outside swimming clubs, as this has undoubtedly been a big
factor in our recent successes.
RESULTS O F MATCHES.
SCHOOL V. SHREWSBURY.

Wednesday, May 30th. Home.
Won.
50 yards free style : N. A. Bates (29£ sees.). 100 yards free style : N. A. Bates (71f sees).
200 yards free style : M. A. Collins (2 mins. 554 sees.). 100 yards breast-stroke : B. O. Bailey
(81* sees.—a School record) ; Dive ; Shrewsbury and M. A. Collins, equal first. Relay :
1, K.E.S. ; 2, Shrewsbury.
Result : K.E.S. 34£ points ; Shrewsbury, 6J points.
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SCHOOL V. BURTON

G.S.

Thursday, June 1th. Home.
Won.
50 yards free style : Burton (28f sees.). 100 yards free style : N. A. Bates (69£ sees).
200 yards free style : S. J. Blood (2 mins. 42f sees.). 100 yards breast-stroke : Burton (82 sees).
50 yards backstroke : Burton (39f sees.). D i v e : Burton. R e l a y : 1, K.E.S. ; 2, Burton.
Result : K.E.S., 27J points ; Burton, 2 0 j points.
SCHOOL V. T R E N T COLLEGE.

Thursday, June Wth. Home.
Won.
50 yards free style : N. A. Bates (29f sees.) ; 100 yards free style : Trent (65J sees.).
50 yards backstroke : N. A. Bates (36 sees.). 180 yards breast-stroke : B. O. Bailey (83J sees.).
Dive: Trent. R e l a y : 1, K.E.S. ; 2, Trent.
Result: K.E.S., 27 points ; Trent, 14 points.
After the match M. V. Simpson and M. A. Collins were awarded their School Swimming
Colours, 1945.
Team : C. E . Hereward, N . A. Bates, S. J. Blood, M. V. Simpson, M. A. Collins, A. K.
Dowle, B. O. Bailey.
B. O.

BAILEY,

Captain of
SHOOTING R E P O R T
SHOOTING has continued on an even greater
scale this term. Advantage has been taken
of every free moment and in the J.T.C. the
number of first-class shots has increased to
something like one-third of the contingent's
strength. Miniature range matches have met
with a favourable amount of success. Two
teams this year were entered for the Country
Life competition, when the score was not so
satisfactory, partly owing to nervousness.
For the first time since the war, open
range shooting has taken place weekly a t
Kingsbury. The result of this practice was
apparent when the School 1st team did well
to come third in a six-sided match on March
21st, Repton and Cheltenham taking the
first two places :
1.—Repton (268); 2.—Cheltenham (262);
3.—K.E.S. (A) (256) ; 4.—Shrewsbury (246) ;
5-—K.E.S. (B) (240) ; 6.—Solihull (B) (202) ;
7.—Bishop Vesey's G.S. (A) (197) ; 8.—
Solihull (A) (190) ; 9.—Bishop Vesey's
G-S. (B) (185).
Shooting of the future has been cared for
this year, and four cadres have been formed
to train cadets of different ages. Teams in
later years should greatly benefit from this,
and from the expensive new lighting and
target systems which were fitted in the range
during the holidays.
Thanks are due to Major Lambert, the
officers and masters who have given their
time to shooting supervision.
D.

G.

v. Birmingham C.C
Lost
i—5J
v. S. Birmingham C.C
Won
4 -2
v. Sutton Coldfield C.C
Won
4 -2
v. Erdington C.C
Won.
4 -2
v. The Staff
Won
6 -1
v. Camp Hill G.S
Won
4£-l£
v. Walsall C.C
Lost
2 - 3
v. Birmingham University C.C. Won
5J— £
v. Erdington C.C
Won
3J—1\
v. Sutton Coldfield C.C
Drawn 2J-2£
v. Fort Dunlop C.C
Won
3^-2^
v. Bishop Vesey's G.S
Won
4J- \
v. Mutual C.C
Won
4|-l|
v. Perrystanding C.C
Lost
2 - 4
In the House Competition, Dunt's came
first by a large margin ; Roberts' were
second with a few points more than Leeds'.
Of the ninety-two entrants for t h e Chess
Cup only London and L. Lewis now survive.
During the season, N. S. Sutherland and
G. T. Newnham were awarded School Chess
Colours. The first team normally consisted
of : L. Lewis, J. B. Booth, N. S. Sutherland,
G. T. Newnham, Alexander and Hardwick.
Our cordial thanks are again due to Mr.
Crowther for the loan of the Chess Room.
L.

LEWIS,

Captain of Chess.
P . T . REPORT
T H I S term has seen t h a t long-awaited event,
the institution of House P. T. Colours ; the
insignia will be the same as for House
Athletics Colours and they will be awarded
after the House Competition.
As the Gymkhana was held very early on
this term, the Gymkhana team were denied
anything more than the minimum amount of
practice necessary, and, further handicapped
b y the wet and slippery grass, were consequently unable to do themsleves full justice
in the display. However, the high standard

BIRD,

Captain of

Swimming.

VIII.

CHESS R E P O R T
tHE School team has enjoyed a very successful season; out of the fourteen matches
played, ten were won and one was drawn :
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set by teams of previous years was exceeded,
and the exercises, box-work, and ground
work, were all highly appreciated by the
large crowd.
The House Competition for the Carriss Cup
and the Individual Competition for the
Wilson Browne Challenge Cup will be held
a t the end of the term, when, as usual, the
House teams will be trained entirely by the
House leaders. Our thanks are due once again
to R.S.M. Moore and to C.S.M.I. Taylor for
their unflagging interest in voluntary P.T.
and for their unsurpassed instruction and
guidance.
P . W.

WELCH,

P. T. Leader.

MR.

DUNT'S

HOUSE

REPORT

NEVER within living memory has the H o u s e
achieved such overwhelming success. It ha
won all the Team Rugby Cups, completely
outstripping its three opponents. A worthy
record ! The demands of tradition have been
once more fulfilled, and the Chess teams, led
by their secretive captain, A. H. Allsopp,
have swept all comers from the board. The
Shooting team has found its rightful way to
the top, and although the House was placed
disconcertingly second in Athletics standards,
individual performances at the Sports were
more than sufficient to overcome Mr. Roberts',
the nearest rival.
Lately our good fortune has waned somewhat, although we finished first in the
Gymkhana,
always
an
unaccountable
quantity. Contrary to the confident prospects
of the House officials, P. T. Richardson and
A. J. Lippitt, the struggle to snatch the
cricket championship will be bitter. B. O.
Bailey, Swimming Captain, is afraid for the
results of his teams, since House talent seems
unfortunately lacking. This year the House
J.T.C. Company has a series of annual setbacks to wipe out and the commander still
hopes.
Nevertheless it is no vain prognostication
to claim the House Championship, despite
four results being yet incomplete. We who
are leaving (and there are many), only hope
t h a t in future years the present ascendancy,
so fully deserved, is maintained and perhaps
strengthened !
G. N.

as helpless, and retired into their (in most cases' \
ill-fitting scholastic shells, but the general
spirit has shown distinct improvement. Las:
term's results produced a rather erratic I
harvest ; rugger was disastrous, anc
athletics, a mixture of good and bad. The!
House, however, is not bottom in chess.
So far, this term has produced a few isolated
convulsions of bewildering ability, such as the
success in the Battalion Shoot and the present
ascent in the world of cricket. Little can yet
be said of the swimming, except that satisfactory progress is being made under that
man-mountain, S. J. Blood. Although the
prospects of the House company are singularly
dim, those of the cricket present good reasons
for faith in the future.
On the whole, the House is recuperating
satisfactorily under its able doctor, Mr. Leeds,
without whose untiring efforts and patience
the House would be very near the grave.
This is no mere formality b u t a sincere
appreciation of the House Master's great
work.
G.

LEEDS'

LITTLE remains to be said about the House
results this year, because so little has been
achieved. Deeds, at any rate in school
affairs, speak louder than words, and upon
this supposition the House must perforce
remain well nigh silent this year. To recite,
however, a list of our major failures : in
rugger we came third, mainly owing to t w
apathetic attitude of the older members of
the house to rugby football ; in chess we came
bottom through the same causes ; in athletics
we came bottom despite the valiant efforts
of the few, owing again to widespread apathy.
So much for the Spring term.
Up to going to print, this term, we have lost
the Gymkhana, because nobody thought it
was worth while troubling about, and we have
surrendered the Three Rifles Trophy to
Dunt's. At the Battalion Shoot a t Kingsbury
we succeeded in coming second, but, as witl
most of our small achievements this year, this
depended on the work of a few. Swimming i>
our only forte, and cricket presents a dolefu
vista. P.T. gives a happier prospect, and w<
can but reiterate the cry of all House officials
this term ; if only anyone would ever turr
up when they have undertaken to, we migh'
stand a good chance of coming second in th(
Championship next year.

HACKETT,

HOUSE

PELL,

MR. COPLAND'S H O U S E REPORT

House Secretary.

MR.

A.

House Secretary.

REPORT

T H E House is still experiencing a lean period,
but a t the moment with less resignation than
before. True, a few have given up the position

G.

DARBY,

House Secretary.
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MR. R O B E R T S ' H O U S E R E P O R T
W E retreat, comrades. We fall back. In a
-scattered sort of way the House has fumbled
with the fantasy of clinging to its eminence
of last year ; b u t for the most part it has
been content to stumble along in happy
mediocrity. By which I mean t h a t our
pernicious addiction t o second place has
once more been indulged. I n rugger we
bowed to Dunt's ; the same uncomfortable
genuflexion was perfojmed in Shooting,
Athletics, Chess and the Gymkhana ; and
seems likely to be repeated in Swimming,
with the slight variation t h a t the homage will
be paid to a house far more ignominiously
situated, namely Copland's.
The cricket is, thus far, more cheering.
The 1st X I has incredibly defeated Dunt's,
and more victories seem imminent. We
have won the House Company Competition
and fully intend to win the P.T. competition,
too; which trio of successes may yet enable
us to pluck the House Championship from
beneath the nose of Mr. Dunt.
These
legendary minions or myrmidons of Mr. Dunt
have become as enskyed symbols of
supremacy.
The House would do well to
consider them sanely. They are phantoms,
and must be laid.
K. P .

TYNAN,

House Secretary.

D E B A T I N G SOCIETY
THERE is no excuse for the Society this year ;
vulgar exhibitionism and tedious proselytizing have been the bane of i t ; and there is
no reason why I should exert myself as its
apologist. Four debates have been held
since Christmas and all b u t one of them were
desperately dull. I t is perhaps well t h a t I
should use my available space for information
rather than vituperation, so I append a list
If the motions discussed :
That this House considers larger families
essential both to community and individual "
(Lost),
That this House considers t h a t t h e
cinema gives a finer picture of life than the
theatre." (Won.)
There was also an Impromptu Debate.
Hie Joint Debate, held on May 7th, was
an altogether happier affair. Almost two
nundred members of the Girls' School
attended, quite outnumbering the male
occupants of Big School. The feminine gift
Wr direct, crystallized statement was
exemplified in the speeches of Miss Audrey
^Ulmore and Miss Gwyneth Thomas ; I can
<™y regret that few of their rustling retinue
bv th UP t h e c h a U e n g e t o t n e i r powers offered
uy the preponderance of male speakers who
loUowed. K. P. Tynan and G. Darby joyfully

darted verbal lunges a t each other, following
their hallowed tradition ; and, all in all, the
assembly never looked bored. The motion,
" That, in the opinion of this House, the
twentieth century has produced no great
men," was lost by a vast majority, only
three voters supporting the affirmative.
In conclusion, we must thank Mr. Cooksey,
stimulant and astringent, for his fine chairmanship.
K. P .

TYNAN,

Hon.

Secretary.

Debating Characters
K. P. TYNAN (Secretary) : A speaker who
has been outstanding during the last three
years for his brilliantly written and cleverly
delivered
speeches.
If anything, his
impromptu summings-up are more effective
than his fiery and flowery prepared speeches.
At times a little too dramatic, his arguments
are always reasoned and his delivery cool and
decisive.
G.D.
G. DARBY :
A bland, uncannily cool
speaker, with a finely restrained selfconfidence which only rarely degenerates
into condescension.
He is a dangerous
opponent, always sane, serene, sunny, and
unflurried.
A. T. TOLLEY : A member of long standing,
who clings pugnaciously to irritating
bourgeois paradoxes. A specialist in earthy
philosophy, which he propounds with a
peculiar earnest gaiety.
R. D. HARRISON : Another member of
long standing, though in rather a different
sense. He is an obstinate idealist with an
eminent debating brain ; b u t too often takes
a sledge-hammer t o t h e task of driving home
a drawing-pin.
N.

S.

SUTHERLAND :

Something

of

a

nihilist, this speaker has a discouraging
habit of abandoning every motion as worthless
and meaningless.
Despite this negative
trait, he is an excellent aperient to debate.
A. SUTHERLAND : A wild and incalculable
enfant terrible, who has largely succeeded
in overcoming a rather disconcerting impediment of delivery. He is one of t h e few
uncompromising Leftists in a politically
colourless society.
J. G. DAWSON : A shrewd, scholarly
speaker, with an attractive tinge of Kafkaesque surrealism. He is never more admirable
than when he speaks irrelevantly ; which he
does with an engaging diffidence quite
unexpected in a Scot.
K.P.T.

LITERARY

SOCIETY

SINCE t h e last issue of t h e CHRONICLE, a

metamorphosis has been witnessed in t h e
ranks of t h e Society. Once one of t h e most
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select gatherings in the school, we now have
attendances which have grown, and keep on
growing to a prodigious extent. Although
we have only held four meetings since
December, there have been large and intelligent audiences at each of them.
We have leaned towards Shakespeare, and
two of our meetings were concerned with this
best-known of English authors. At the first,
K. P. Tynan addressed the Society on t h e
subject, "Towards a New Hamlet; " this was
followed by H. G. Manning, who spoke on
Shakespearian appreciation and amateur
drama.
A play-reading constituted the
business of the next meeting, and the last of
the year was a successful anthology meeting
of wit and humour.
The Society is certainly adopting a very
crusading attitude toward the School;
last year we concentrated on the Film as a
graphic art, and this year we have been
spreading the gospel of amateur drama. We
did indeed attempt to add a joint playreading to our other numerous joint activites,
b u t this unfortunately had to be cancelled
owing t o absence of time for adequate
rehearsal.
We may look forward with confidence to
an era not only of peace, but also of Society
meetings under congenial conditions, and to
an even greater interest in the higher
activities of man.
G.

DARBY,

Hon.

CIVICS

dramatic illustration of the abuses of the old
order.
During the Christmas Holidays five
members of the Society attended the C.E.W.C.
Schools' Conference in London. This was a
great success, not only in providing information on international problems, b u t also as a
link between schools in different localities.
Four members have also attended meetings
of the Birmingham Youth Forum.
Finally, to round off a highly satisfactory
year, we hope to hfjld a visit to Boxfoldia,
postponed by " VE " celebrations.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Greenway for
his energy and enthusiasm in directing our
efforts.

Secretary.

SOCIETY

DURING the Easter term, owing to the calls
of the J-T.C. on the sixth forms, it was impossible to arrange a programme with outside
speakers. Instead we managed to captivate
the lower school with contributions from the
screen and the more leisured seniors.
On January 15th, by the courtesy of the
Cotton Board, t h e film " Cotton Blossoms "
was shown to a large audience. This film
contains an interesting section on conditions
in the Lancashire industry after the war.
On February 2nd the Secretary, at rather
short notice, gave a talk on the peace with
Germany, to a disappointingly
small
audience.
On March 3rd a very successful innovation
was tried.
The Petroleum Board film,
" Roads across Britain," was shown, and this
was followed by an open discussion on Road
Safety, led by the Secretary. A gratifyingly
large number of people contributed.
On March 17th another novelty was tried.
J. G. Dawson gave an informative and
attractively witty account of elections, past
and present. In this he was assisted by
members of the History Sixth, who provided

R.

D.

HARRISON,

Hon.

Secretary.

DRAMATIC SOCIETY
T H E production of "Abraham Lincoln"
revealed a large number of competent actors
whose efforts are reviewed elsewhere in th$
CHRONICLE.
The Spring term activities
were directed to the recruitment and training
of those of tenderer years, who, we may hope,
will tarry with the Society and sustain it in
the future.
The piece produced was " Time's Visitors"
by F. Sladen-Smith and under the skilled
guidance of Mr. R. E. Greenway, was steered
to a successful conclusion. The general
inexperience of the cast was apparent at
times but much of the acting was good.
D. G. Bevan, as a visionary park-keeper,
ably discharged his duties, keeping at bay
the time-hating public who strutted their
brief hour beneath the statue of Time
(P. W. Taylor), whose well-spoken words
gave point to the play. C. C. G. Rawll and
J. B. Laughland successfully added pathos
and, with others, should ensure a ripe future
for the Society.
J.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Hon.

Secretary.

MUSICAL SOCIETY
T H E Musical Society may congratulate itself
on what may be considered a reasonably
successful year.
The principal event of the Spring term wS
the School Concert. This was held (5
February 28th, 1945, before a large audiencJThe School Orchestra and choir performeli
under Mr. Kay, and solo items were co»"
tributed by several members of the schodPerformers were afterwards congratulate
by the Head Master on the generally hijb
standard of playing.
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Two other items of importance last term
were a "piano recital by t h a t fine pianist,
lime. Friedlander-Rellstab, given to a
regrettably small audience, and a song and
piano recital given jointly b y Miss F . M.
Stevens and Captain F. J. Williams; likewise to a 'small but undoubtedly select
gathering.
The usual Wednesday lunch-hour recitals
were presented by various members of the
school, the subjects varying from swing to
Stravinsky.
An interesting talk was t h a t
given by Dr. Friedlander, who showed
original letters written by Beethoven, Liszt,
and Weber. The Society has held no official
meetings in the Summer term, but weekly
unofficial gramophone recitals have been
arranged by certain of its more enthusiastic
members, rather, one suspects, in order to
satisfy their own musical voracity than to
meet any general public demand.
G. A.

KNOTT,

Hon.

Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
T H E wide range of topics dealt with has been,
to everyone's satisfaction, both interesting
and well presented.
The experiment of
lecturettes delivered by members of the
Upper VI was continued with success, the
contributors being Britt, Gilchrist, and Roitt.
An innovation in the form of the first female
to address the Society in twenty years was
made, Dr. Johnson from the University
giving a fascinating talk illustrated by
lantern slides on those pestilent insects,
mosquitos. A film show on coal rounded off
the Christmas term's activites.
Gilchrist
began 1945 with a lecture at short notice on
" X-rays."
Mr. Hall gave an excellent
lecture and demonstration on liquid air and
the year was completed with a talk by a
university technician on television.
In all,
the Society has had a full and successful year.
I. M.

ROITT,

Hon.

Secretary.

LIBRARY R E P O R T

(

FROM the upheavals of the war years the
library has now fully recovered, and progress
has become more in evidence. So far,
librarians have had to do a great deal of
work behind the scenes to set their care on its
feet, but the results of their work are now
appearing, to the profit of school and library
alike.
The number of borrowers has
noticeably risen, and new acquisitions keep
pace. Trie late C. A. Vince, Esq., an old boy
of the school, presented us with about 250
volumes, for which we are extremely grateful,
particularly those of us with a classical bent.
Of new books, there is not a single shelf
which has not received its quota. Here is a
selection of recent additions : J. M. Beck,
The Constitution of the U.S.A.;
Anthony
Deane, The World Christ Knew ; Bodmef,
The Loom of Language ; G. M. Trevelyan,
English Social History ; A. L. Rowse, The
English Spirit; L. Schwarzchild, A Primer of
the Coming World. But we do not limit
ourselves. Add to this list A. P. Herbert's
What a Word ! and Jerome K. Jerome's
Three Men in a Boat, and many more of like
character.
The School is sometimes very forgetful of
Jhe meaning of the words " t i d y " and
quiet." They should remember the meaning
« both, if the library is to be the centre of the
school's intellectual life.
The assistant
hbranans have shown remarkable diligence,
and under the keen, firm and unfailing
guidance of Mr. J. D. Copland, they have
acquired an interest in their work never before
^een m the School library.
J.

J.

PEARCE,

Librarian.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SOCIETY

DURING the Spring term two meetings of t h e
Society were held. At the first meeting
arrangements were made for the use of t h e
School dark room by members of the Society.
The second meeting was devoted to a talk on
developing by J. E. K. Croydon. This was of
great value to the many newcomers to
photography present.
The most notable feature of the Society's
activities this year has been the increasing
interest taken in them by the junior school.
We have every reason to suppose t h a t when
photographic
materials
become
more
plentiful, the Society will once again be one of
the most popular in the School.
Once again we have to thank Mr. Hall, Dr.
Baker and Mr. Greenway for their continued
interest and encouragement.
C. E.

HEREWARD,

Hon.

Secretary.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL S O C I E T Y
T H E appeal of Archaeology is strictly limited
in this world of guns and butter, but this fact
does not deter us from continuing our
activities ; nor does it deter us from making
plans for the future. Peace will bring more
facilities for making expeditions t o sites of
interest in the locality, so that members will
be able to see for themselves the subjects of
one or two recent lectures to the Society.
There was one meeting last term, and t h e
attendance was good. The Secretary read a

JUNIOR

paper by J. R. Roberts on the "Ancient
Civilizations of South America," which dealt
chiefly with the Inca and Chimu kingdoms of
Peru, and was copiously illustrated. We are
grateful to Mr. Ballance for the use of the
Biology Laboratory and Epidiascope. Our
chairman, Mr. Dunt, continues t o be the
guiding light of the Society, and J. G. Dawson's
posters are a contribution of inestimable
value.
J.

J.

DEBATING

SOCIETY

T H E R E have been four meetings of the Societrl
this term, all of which have been quite wel'
supported. Only one motion was carried
" T h a t this house prefers the Play to the
Pantomime."
The motions " That this.
house would hate to live in Russia," " That
this house views the future with dismay"
and " That this house thinks homework does
more harm than good," were rejected.
The presence of many enthusiastic juniors,
several of whom show considerable promise
of future eloquence, has partly offset a
distinct lack of experienced speakers. Our
thanks are due to Mr. Dunt for taking the
chair.

PEARCE,

Hon. Secretary.

CHRISTIAN UNION

B. W.
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TANNER.

Hon. Secretary.
OUR Friday lunch-hour meetings, and our
Wednesday prayer-meetings have been held
as usual this term, until the advent of
examinations. Our speakers have included
the Rev. G. T. Eddy, M.A., who spoke on the
Resurrection, and Stephen Papps, a missionary on furlough from Africa. Bill Lees,
President of B.U.C.U., has paid us two visits ;
the second time he was accompanied by
Peter Gray, also of B.U.C.U., for a Question
Meeting. This innovation proved to be both
instructive and enjoyable, although lack of
time prevented full answers to the very
interesting questions.
Attendance at the Friday meetings has been
very pleasing, especially considering the calls
of simultaneous activities, whilst the P.M.s
have always been a time of great blessing and
inspiration to those present.
Our thanks are due as ever to Mr. Jack for
his unstinted guidance and invaluable
assistance in obtaining speakers, and also to
J. G. Dawson for his very striking posters.
P. W.

T H E first event of note in the Easter term was
the Annual Inspection, which took place this
year on February 7th. It was carried out by
Major Smith, who saw various aspects of
the unit's training, including drill, mapreading, tactics, and the activities of the
Mechanics and Signals units. Major Smitli
stated that what he had seen had served to
strengthen his already high opinion of the
unit, and that he was impressed by the leadership of the Junior N.C.O.s. His official
report was sufficient reward for the hard work
put in by all.
The Certificate " A " examinations resulted
in 33 Certificate " A " individuals, and 38
Certificate " A " S.L's in " C " and " B "
Companies, respectively, despite increased
severity in the questions.
" A " Company finished two terms of p o s S
Certificate " A " work with a Bren course, for
which thanks are due to the University why I
provided both guns and instructors. " D " i
Company, under Mr. Cooke, have received * 1
good grounding in elementary training. T h f l
term ended with a Field Day and tea provided I
by Miss O'Connell and * staff; this waH
followed b y a highly successful concert..
During the Easter holidays courses wert I
attended at Catterick and Warwick. Thi
Summer term saw the reorganization intc
House Companies, with extra platoons foi
the July Certificate " A " . Shooting for the
Tunstall Cup took place at Kingsbury, and
was won by Leeds'. On May 24th Colone
Cox, the Warwick Sub-district Commander
inspected training, and presented trophies
at the Gymkhana on May 26th.
Throughout the year the Stores and Orderly
Room under C.Q.M.S. Hackett and Sgt
Darby respectively have maintained theii

WELCH,

Hon.

PHILATELIC

J.T.C. REPORT

Secretary.

SOCIETY

Two meetings were held last term, the first
on the 17th January, when J. M. B. Moss
gave a talk on the " Stamps of King George
VI." On the 14th March A. F. Young gave
a talk on " How stamps are made." This
year has been a fairly successful one for the
Society, and the attendances at the meetings
have been better than in previous years.
Our sincere thanks are due to Mr. Dunt
for his continued support and interest in the
Society.
A. F.

YOUNG,

Hon.

Secretary.
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high standard^ of efficiency, whilst the
Mechanics Course under C.S.M. Ellson has
trained a large number of riders. An Open
Day was held on May 31st, to which members
of the Scouts and lower school were invited.
This year the Corps will hold its own camp
again, and demonstration platoons will once
more be provided for the A.C.F. The success
of the unit this year has depended upon the
keenness of all ranks and the unfailing vigour
and unselfishness of the officers, who give
much of their spare time to the Corps. On
the day of the Gymkhana t h e Corps was
startled by the news t h a t Major Lambert,
who has commanded the contingent with
verve and determination, which gained the
respect of all those who served under lam, is
to resign his commission in September.
R.

W.

MORGAN,

Senior C.S.M.

Phillips. There the course is the same as at
Church Lawford, but as the school meets
only on Sundays it lasts several weeks.
We have just received an issue of American
rifles, and arms drill is now a part of the
regular training. In this we cannot yet be
said to excel the better regiments of Guards,
but we hope soon to compare favourably with
our more immediate neighbours.
The annual training camp which takes place
during the first week of the holidays is to
be at R.A.F., Swinderby, this year, and as
usual we are hoping that all cadets will be
able to put in plenty of flying. We are,
however, in this entirely at the mercy of the
weather, although we have been very
fortunate on the last two aerodrome visits.
These were to Cosford and Halfpenny Green
and from the latter several cadets were
flown over the school and their own homes.
Our thanks are once again due to our three
officers, whose enthusiasm and encouragement have led to what has been so far a
most successful year.
C. E.

HEREWARD,

Flight Sergeant.

A.T.C. R E P O R T
SIX-CE the last A.T.C. Report the Proficiency
and Advanced Training examinations have
been held. The results of both were most
satisfactory ; thirty cadets obtained their
Proficiency Certificates and twenty-six others
passed in various subjects of the advanced
training syllabus, of whom three obtained
100 per cent.
These were Flight-Sgt.
Hereward in navigation, and Cpl. Laister
and Cadet Phelps in aircraft recognition.

SCOUT REPORT
As in previous years, our main task has been
the training of innumerable tenderfeet up to
Second Class. Owing to a shortage of leaders
and instructors, however, results have been
disappointing; only twelve badges have
been awarded. On the other hand, we now
have more scouts with some experience of
First Class work and outdoor activities.
Inter-troop competitions at the end of the
Christmas and Easter terms revealed some
unexpected talent, while showing the youth
and inexperience of many in the intricacies
of first aid and signalling. A highly successful Field Day was held at the end of last
term ; Mitre and Park Vale together beat
Woodlanders. On this, and other occasions.
Troop A preferred the " gentle art of
tramping " to mixing with the mob.

When these examinations were concluded
training began for the annual competitive
tield Day at R.A.F. station, Halfpenny
Ween.
The programme included competitions in drill, aircraft recognition, signals,
general R.A.F. knowledge, -303 shooting,
and athletic sports which took place in the
afternoon.
There were twelve squadrons
competing and the flight did well to win the
signals, the general knowledge, the shooting,
and the sports. In the final result the flight
was placed first with 1,130 marks to Ludlow
squadron with 930 marks.
During the Easter holidays a course in
^••l. was held at R.A.F., Castle Bromwich, and
a gliding course at R.A.F., Church Lawford.
seven cadets attended the P.T. course, where
h Z l ? a r n e d t o demonstrate and instruct
Dotn P.T. and drill. At Church Lawford
a party 0 f c a d e t s were taught the control
ot aircraft on a glider, and at the end of the
th \
j t h e ° P P ° r t u n i t y of trying what
FT ^ + 1 l e a n > t on a powered aircraft. The
nght has also been represented at the local
- v i . u gliding school at Knowle by Sgt.

In preparation for an outdoor programme
during the summer, much work has been done
repairing equipment after the ravages of war
and farm camp.
We have now acquired
a group camp site at Randan Wood, near
Bromsgrove, and week-end camps will be
held periodically during the summer. We are
at present training teams for the divisional
camping competitions. Preparations are also
being made for a fortnight's camp, for limited
numbers, during the holidays.
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With the end of the war in Europe, our
work at the Ked Cross parcel packing centre
has come t o an end. At least four scouts have
helped each Tuesday and Thursday for over
three years. Instead, parties are now helping
to pack clothing for Europe and to clear up
the new divisional camp site at Ley Hill.
Once again we are indebted to the J.T.C.
for facilities for shooting offered t o senior
scouts.
R. D. HARRISON, T.L.

RED CROSS COLLECTIONS
T H E Sale at t h e end of t h e Christmas tei
produced the fine sum of £113 and brough:
our total from January, 1941, up to ovei
£1,000—a great achievement. By the enc
of this term we shall have given to the Ret
Cross, Cot and other funds nearly / l ,500.
There will be no Red Cross appeal afte
this term, b u t t h e school will still, of course,
maintain the cot and support other charitable
appeals.
Form representatives responsible for
collections during the past five years must k
congratulated on the enthusiasm and perse-;
verance they have shown in their work and
on the success which has rewarded their efforts.
M.A.P.

Mitre.

K. E. MEREDITH, T.L. Troop A.

R. M. COOK, T.L. Park
M. B. BIDDLE, T.L.

Vale.

Woodlanders

KING

EDWARD'S

SCHOOL

CLUB

STATEMENT of Accounts for year April 1st, 1944, t o March 31st. 1945
INCOME.

£

EXPENDITURE.

Governors' Grant to School Club 210 0
Income from Levett Trust . . . .
10 10
Income from Heath Testimonial
Fund
10 17 0
Income from Mayo Trust
..
12 5 3
Income from Solomon Memorial
Trust
0 11 11
Old -Boys' Permanent Contributory Fund
9 5 6
Honorary Members' Subscriptions
54 4 6
Boys' Subscriptions
386 7 6
Groundsman's War Bonus . . . .
34 2 6
TOTAL

£72S

Football
Cricket
CHRONICLE

War Service Record
Athletics
Swimming
Chess
Printing and Stationery . . . .
Postage and Telephones . . . .
Bank Charges
Dramatic Society
Civics Society
Geographical Society
Musical Society
Photographic Society
....
Sundries
Ground Committee :
Upkeep
Fuel and Water
Wages and Insurance

4

{Signed) J. C. ROBERTS, Hon. Treas.
B. O. BAILEY,

Siib-Treas.

Examined and found correct,
D. E. D A V I S

J . O . H . BALLER,

Receipts for year ending March
31st, 1945
Balance brought forward, April
1st, 1944
TOTAL

Expenditure for year ending
March 31st, 1945

\AM diton

TOTAL

728 4
32

£760

6

6£

747 5 7

Balance carried forward, April
1st, 1945
13 0 11]
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/ s. d.
85 17 10
129
129 15 li'
70 19 "
32 1 o
4 17 6
26 15 1
1 4 7
8 14 1
5 9
0 5
33 0 0
1 5 0
1 4 0
6 6 J
1 14 6
10 10 J

n
u

48 4 1«
43 9 i
235 11 8»
/747

5

WAR SERVICE RECORD
THE following information has reached us since our last issue (December, 1944) in which a full
list of names was published. We hope to publish a further full list as a supplement t o our
issue of December, 1945.
The compilers (F. J. Williams, Esq., King Edward's School, Birmingham, 15, and H.
Metcalf, Esq., Old Edwardians' Association, 67A, New Street, Birmingham, 2) again appeal for
the co-operation of all friends of the School in making the record as full and accurate as possible.
Left
School.

Name.

Service or Regiment.

Rank.
HONOURS.

COMMANDER OF THE ORDER OF THE BRITISH E M P I R E .

•Guest, C. E. N., O.B.E.

..

1916

Air Commodore

..

R.A.F.

MILITARY CROSS.

1943

Langham, P. R.

Lieutenant

E. Lanes. Regt.

DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS.

Allen, R. G.
Fisher, C , D.F.M.

..
..

1931
1936

Squadron-Leader . .
Flight-Lieut.
..

R.A.F.V.R.
R.A.F.

A I R FORCE CROSS.

1913

•Walker, A. L.

Flight-Lieut.

R.A.F.

CASUALTIES
K I L L E D IN ACTION.

Brecknell, P. J.
Nightingale, W. E.
Walker, E. R.

1943
1940
1938

2nd Lieut.
Flying Officer
Rifleman

FORMERLY

Badger, G. R.
Tate, F. R.

1943
1924

Castro, R. E.
Collins-J ones, R
Denley, M. D
Dakin, J. C.
Foster, G. E.
Foster, H. L.
Frazer, A. H.
Hood, E. J.
Kemp, T. L.
Neely, A. C. W
Notley, F. B.
Owen, B. L.
Perks, B. H.
Poole, J. H.
Sherwell, M. H
Tasker, J. M.
Whitehouse, B. C

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

..
..
..

K.S.L.I.
R.C.A.F.
K.R.R.C.

PRISONER- O F - W A R .

Lieut.
Major

..
..

ON ACTIVE SERVICE.
..
1936 Flying Offic< a
1939 Flying Office ;r
..
1939 Lieutenant
..
1944 L.A.C.
..
1939 Flying Offic ;r
..
1941 Cadet
..
1937 Corporal
..
1944 Private.
1940 Sub-Lieut.
..
1943 Private
1924 Major
..
1943 Cadet
..
1944 Private
..
1944 Cadet
..
1925 Captain
..
1944 Private
1943 Private
..

D.C.L.I.
R.War.Regt.

R.A.F.
R.A.F.
R.E.M.E.
R.A.F.
R.A.F.
O.C.T.U.(R.E.)
R.A.S.C.
Intell. Corps.
R.N.V.R.
Queen's Regt.
R.A.M.C.
O.C.T.U.
R. War. Regt.
O.C.T.U.
R.A.M.C.
Recce. Corps.
G.S.C.

* Denotes service in the Great War, 1914-1918.
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EDITORIAL
THIS year we have crossed the threshold of
the new world. Whether it will give us all
that we expect of it, or whether it will
disappoint us bitterly before the end of
many years, remains to be seen. This much
is certain -. whatever the future holds in
store for us will depend upon how much we
personally do, both to plan t h a t future, and
to mould it as best we may. It is our
responsibility, as individuals and as members
of a great community, to look forward, to
plan, and, above all, to remember the
lessons of recent years. Only then shall we
achieve our object.
As a school, our duty lies in the main in
working keenly, and in playing hard. Let
it not be said in days to come, t h a t King
Edward's was not diligent in these respects.
G.D.

N O T E S AND NEWS
W E congratulate :
A. Gilchrist, I. M. Roitt and N. S.
Sutherland on being awarded State Scholarships.
A. Gilchrist, K. G. Harries and X. S.
Sutherland on being awarded City Major
Scholarships.
G. L. Arnold on being awarded the Bache
Memorial Cup and the Dale Memorial Medal.
C. E. Hereward on being awarded the
Knight Memorial Medal.
We say farewell this term to Miss M.
Bower, and to Mr. H. C. Cooksey, who is
taking charge of the Training College for
emergency teachers which is being formed in
the School temporary buildings.
We
congratulate Mr. Cooksey upon this appointment.
We welcome to the Staff Captain Russell,
who came to us this t e r m ; also Mr. A. J.
Gess, Mr. W. A. L. Blyth, and Mr. W. T.
Bennett.
We congratulate Mr. N. J. F. Craig upon
his safe return to England after being a
prisoner of war in Japanese hands for three
years. We also welcome back Mr. Guy and
Mr. Barlow from the Services.
We extend -our sympathy to Capt. Street
upon his sudden illness, and we wish him a
speedy and sure recovery.
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We congratulate Sir Leonard Browett on
his appointment as director of the National
Union of Manufacturers.
The following Prefects left last term :
L. ARNOLD
(1938-45);
Prefect,
1943-44-45 ; Captain of School and General
Secretary, 1945 ; Captain of Rugby
Football, 1944-45 ; Secretary of Rugby
Football, 1943-44; School 1st XV Colours,
1942-43-44-45 ; School 2nd XV Colours,
1942-43-44-45 ; House Captain of Shooting,
1943-44-45; House Captain of P.T., 1944 ;
Hodgetts Trophy, 1945 ; Bache Memorial
Cup, 1945 ; Dale Memorial Medal, 1945.
Roberts'.
G. N. HACKETT (1938-45) ;
Prefect,
May, 1944-45; School Athletics Colours,
1944-45; Secretary of Athletics, 1945 ;
School 1st X I Colours, 1945; School
Cricket Blazer, 1944; School 2nd X I
Colours, 1944-45; C.Q.M.S. in J.T.C.,
1944-45; House Coy. Commander, 1945 ;
House Captain of Athletics, 1944 ; House
Secretary, 1945 ; Recorder of the School
Club, 1944-45.
Dunfs.
K. P. TYNAN (1938-45); Prefect, May,
1944-45; Secretary of Debating Society,
1944-45 ; Secretary of Literary Society,
1943-44 ; President of Foundation Conference, 1945 ; Sub-Editor of the Chronicle,
1943-44; Editor of the Chronicle, 1945 ;
Hammond Debating Trophy, 1944 ; School
Cricket Blazer, 1944 ; School 2nd X I
Colours,
1944-45;
House
Secretary,
1944-45;
Demy of Magdalen College,
Oxford.
Roberts'.
D. G. B I R D (1938-45) ; Prefect. 1944-45 ;
Captain of Shooting, 1944-45; Secretary
of Shooting, 1944;
School Shooting
Colours, 1943-44-45 ; House Captain of
Shooting, 1943-44-45.
Dunfs.
P. O. K E N D R I C K (1939-45) ; Prefect,
1944-45; Secretary of Cricket, 1945School Cricket Blazer, 1944 ; School 2nd
X I Colours, 1943-44-45; School 1st X V
Colours, 1944-45 ; School 2nd XV Colours
1943-44-45; House Captain of Football
1943-44-45 ; House Captain of Cricket
1944-45.
Roberts
R. W. MORGAN (1940-45) ;
Prefect
1944-45 ; Senior C.S.M. in J.T.C., 1945
C.S.M. in J.T.C., 1944-45.
Dunfs
St
MORRISON
(1939-45) ;
Prefect
1944-45; Captain of Athletics, 1945
School Athletics Colours, 1944-45 ; School
1st XV Colours, 1944-45 ; School 2nd XV

G.
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Colours, 1943-44-45 ; House Captain of
Athletics, 1944.
Royal Air Force.
Roberts'.
P.
W.
WELCH
(1938-45) ; Prefect,
1944-45 ; Secretary of Christian Union,
1944-45 ; School 1st XV Colours, 1944-45 ;
School 2nd XV Colours, 1942-43-44-45 ;
House Football Captain, 1944-45 ; House
P.T. Leader, 1943-44-45 ; School Vice P.T.
Leader, 1943-44-45 ; School P.T. Leader,
1945;
Wilson-Browne Challenge Cup,
1944, 1945.
Copland's
C. E . H E R E W A R D (1939-45) ; Prefect,
1945 ; Vice-Captain of Swimming, 1944-45 ;
School Swimming Colours, 1944-45; House
Captain of Swimming, 1944-45; House
P.T. Leader, 1945. Secretary of t h e
Photographic Society, 1944-45.
Roberts'.
I. M. ROITT (1940-45) ; Prefect, 1945 ;
Secretary of the Scientific Society, 1944-45 ;
Domus Exhibition in Natural Science,
Balliol College, Oxford.
Roberts'.
The following are Prefects for this term :
B. O. B A I L E Y ; Captain of the School and
General Secretary ; Secretary of the Civics
Society ; Captain of Swimming ; Secretary
of Mr. Dunt's House ; C.S.M. in the J.T.C.
A. R. CORLEY ; Captain of Football;
Captain of Athletics.
G. D A R B Y ; Editor of the CHRONICLE ;
Secretary of Mr. Copland's House ; Senior
C.S.M. in the J.T.C.
G. A. P E L L ; Captain of Cricket; Secretary
of Mr. Leeds' House.
M. J. APPS ; Librarian; Secretary of the
Christian Union.
S. J. BLOOD ; Secretary of Swimming.
K. G. DICKINSON ;
P. R. H A R D W I C K ; Sub-Editor of the
CHRONICLE ; Secretary of Mr. Roberts'
House.
J. R. LAMBOURN ; Sub-Treasurer of School
Club.
J . R. T. M E R C E R ;
K. E. M E R E D I T H ; Recorder of School
Club.
B. A. P H I L L I P S ; Vice-Captain and Secretary
of Football.
D. J. G. SELLS ;
We congratulate :
B. A. Phillips, P. Laister and H. G. H.
Croft on being re-awarded School 1st XV
Colours; and D. J. G. Sells on being awarded
School 1st XV Colours; and R. Heron,
A. J. Jacombs, K. G. Dickinson, J. R.
Lambourn, D. J. G. Sells, W. G. Tomlinson
on being re-awarded School 2nd XV Colours ;
and N. A. Bates, P . R. Hardwick, L. K. H. J.
Harvey, M. Laister, A. J. Lippitt, J. T.
Murley and E . S. Needham on being awarded
School 2nd XV Colours.
Also G. N. Hackett on being awarded his
School Cricket Blazer; and J. T. Murley
on being awarded his School 2nd X I Colours.

C o m m a n d e r A . S. Langley
A T the end of last term Commander Langley
retired, after forty years of devoted service
to the School. He joined the staff of K.E.S.
in 1905 and was a House Master from 1910
to 1935, when he succeeded Dr. Baker as
Second Master and Senior Science Master.
On the retirement of the late Mr. England
in 1941, Commander Langley became Acting
Head Master, holding t h a t position unti
Mr. Morris was able to take up his appointment in September, 1643.
An appreciation of Commander Langley anc
his work will appear in our next issue. Ii
this, we have perforce to be content witl
expressing our own sense of loss, and the
hope t h a t Commander and Mrs. Langley wil
long enjoy the rest they have so thoroughly
deserved.
OBITUARY
Sir William Napier Shaw
W E regret to announce the death of Sit
William Napier Shaw, former Fellow of
Emmanuel College, Cambridge. He had a
great reputation as a meteorologist, and was
a director of the Meteorological Office. He
left the sum of /500 to the School.
Dr. J o h n Berlyn
We regret to announce the death of
Dr. A. John Berlyn a t the age of 74. Since
1893 he has been a consulting psychiatrist,
practising his profession in Birmingham
during t h a t time, with the exception of a
period of service with the R.A.M.C. during
the Great War. He was at one time president
of the Birmingham University Medical
Society.
F O U N D A T I O N C O N F E R E N C E , 1945
T H I S July saw the second Conference of the
schools of the King Edward Foundation take
place, once more in the impressive atmosphere
of Big School. The proceedings were opened
by the Head Master, C. R. Morris, Esq., whc
read a short service.
Our first speaker was James Agate, the
well-known dramatic critic, egotist, and
autobiographer, who addressed the Conference
on random topics drawn from all the various
angles of English Drama and Literature.
His visit was much appreciated by all. His
talk was followed by a recital of Chamber
Music in the Barber Institute, by the
courtesy of Professor Westrup, consisting of
three Romances for clarinet and piano by i
Schumann, a string quartet by Dvorak, and 1
the quintet for clarinet and strings by Mozart.
Chamber Music had been regarded with
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S W I M M I N G T E A M , 1945
Back

Row—A.

K. D O W L E , M. V. S I M P S O N , M. A. C O L U N S , S. J.
Front Row—C.
E . H E R E W A R D , B . O. B A I L E Y , N .

BLOOD, D.
A. B A T E S .

B.

DICKINSON.

CRICKET, 1945
Standing—-M. G. H. SPENCER, J. G. HARRISON, J. R. T. MERCER, A. R. CORLEY, D. J. G. SELLS,
J. T. MURI.EY, J. G. PARDOE.

Silting—G.

N. HACKETT, A. J. LIPPITT (Vice-Captain),

G. A. PELL

P. O. KENDRICK (Hon. Secretary), P . T. RICHARDSON.

(Captain),

suspicion by members of the committee, but
all doubts were removed b y the reaction of
the audience, appreciative as it was, in the
extreme.
The first evening was devoted to a
performance of " Hamlet " by the New
Dramatic Company. This was certainly the
crowning moment of a very impressive day,
and the cast did not fail to reach the standard
we had expected.
The second day opened with an informal
discussion upon Education, led by Miss
Manville, Head Mistress of K.E.G.S., Camp
Hill, and by Mr. Dobinson, Head Master of
K.E.G.S., Five Ways. They brought forward
between them in the clearest and most
helpful manner, the meaning of Education
with its relationship to us, and the meaning
of the Butler Act, and its probable
consequences. They provoked the most
lively discussion, and by the end of the
morning several resolutions had been passed,
all dealing with these subjects.
From t h a t moment the success of the
Conference was assured. In the afternoon
Mr. Kingsley Martin, Editor of the New
Statesman and Nation, spoke to the Conference
upon the Big Three and the future of Europe.
His address produced more questions, and
the quality of these was almost sufficient by
itself to justify the existence of the Conference
as an educational asset.
In the evening was held t h e Conference
Dance. Socially it was a triumph, and its
entertainment value fell little short of its
success in joining everyone together. Our
thanks are due to Dr. Smith for the generous
loan of the Girls' School main hall in which
we held the dance, and for the provision by
her of Common Rooms.
The third and last day was begun in the
Broadway Cinema where we saw Orson
Welles" brilliant creation " Citizen Kane."
It says much for the intellectual level of
the Conference t h a t its showing was a
complete success. The last afternoon was
spent in a cricket match between the School
1st XI and an X I picked from the combined
Grammar Schools. Although rain stopped
play and forced a draw, it could not damp
the ardour of the two hundred participants
of the Conference.
The whole three days were an undoubted
success, and we have many to thank for it.
First and foremost, the assistance of our
Head Master was invaluable in all we
attempted to do, and much of our success
was due to him. The Head Mistress of the
Girls' School, Dr. Smith, and the Head
Masters and Mistresses of the Grammar
Schools all contributed by their enthusiastic
response to all demands on their time, and
the members of the Committee, without
whose aid no unity of spirit could possibly
have been created, must be mentioned with
grateful praise. The Governors were mag-

nanimous in their financing of the arrange *
ments, and so was Mr. Smith who loaned
us the Broadway Cinema. Miss O'Connell
and the kitchen staff must receive our full
thanks for the amazing way in which they
transformed an apparently bleak food
situation into a series of appetizing and
satisfying meals.
The Conference was a success, and its
success is an excellent omen for all future
ventures of this kind. If the same amount of
co-operation is achieved between the schools
in future years, we may look forward with
confidence to an era of educational solidarity
in Birmingham to which the schools of this
Foundation will contribute whole-heartedly
and without reservation.
G.

DARBY,

Secretary to the Conference.

S P E E C H DAY
O N October 5th, 1945, Speech Day was held
in Big School. In his report the Head Master
spoke of Mr. England and his great work for
the School, especially during its transplanting
from New Street to Edgbaston, a t the time
of the fire, and a t Repton.
If England was true to itself, Mr. Morris
continued, it would show once again t h a t
creative energy which the Elizabethans and
Victorians possessed. Certainly the present
demanded such another spirit, and everyone
had the duty and opportunity to help his
country. It was, as always, the youth who
had to create this resurgence; it was the
schools which had to foster it ; and it was
the Grammar Schools which must again take
the lead, for they drew upon the greatest
variety of talents. Men were lamentably
ignorant in their knowledge of mankind ;
the study of the history of thought, and
indeed of all the humanities, was of immense
importance both to the individual and to
society.
The school was now on a " direct grant "
basis, which gave it greater freedom. The
government had been too restricted in its
awarding of these grants, and would find
t h a t an extension of a more unified type
of education would mass-produce citizens
without the energy, variety of interests,
independence or confidence which the time
demanded. A good school is the precious
life-blood of a nation, and we looked to the
old, free schools for the lead, to those schools
where independence of thought has been
stimulated and varied abilities encouraged,
not patternised.
The Lord Mayor distributed the prizes
and urged the boys to pursue the fine things
of life. His belief t h a t there was more in
life than a School Certificate endeared him
to a large percentage of the audience.
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The Head Master presented the Hammond
Debating Trophy, the Bache Memorial Cup,
and the Dale Memorial Medal, after which the
School Captain proposed a vote of thanks to
the Bailiff, and spoke with regret of the
retirement last term of Commander Langley,
whose interest and devotion to the school
had been missed by all. The proceedings
concluded with the singing of " Jerusalem "
and the National Anthem.
J.G.D.

N E W N H A M B R I D G E , 1945
A PARTICULARLY hot and dry period during
the first week of August saw the commencement of our sixth successive School Farm
Camp a t Newnham Bridge. After the camp
had been pitched by the advance party,
work began in earnest on Monday, August
13th. I t was feared a t one time t h a t the
high standard of work achieved during the
past years would not be maintained, b u t
keenness and industry were shown in tackling
the various tasks which were given to us.
After five years of service to the hop-pickers,
that fine body of men known as the " Brains
Trust " disbanded and applied their skill to
other trades.
The cheerful face of Mr. Stubbins was not
seen so frequently this year, owing to the
presence of a farm bailiff, Mr. Day. Although
a t first Mr. Day was regarded with some
suspicion, he soon became well-liked by the
Camp, as did his family. The course of the
Camp saw two local sports meetings a t which
several of our number gained valuable
prizes. A lamentable feature of the early
part of the Camp was the appearance of an
upstart pontoon and poker school, b u t bridge
came into its own during the last few weeks.
Once again no praise can be too great for
those hard-worked people, the cooks, who
toiled from sunrise to well after sunset to
satiate the enormous appetite of the Camp.
I n conclusion, a t the request of many
friends, I should like to express the hope
t h a t these Camps, which have almost become
a school tradition during war-time, may be
continued in years of peace, for through this
agrarian contact many of us have established
an intimate love for the country.
B.O.B.

shops, and retire with casualties ; recreant 1
undergraduates, acting on-personal initiative, ,
take evasive action on the approach of
proctors.
Our ranks have been swelled by the
welcome return of T. G. FREEMAN,
H. C. HART, R. E. KIRBY, W. T.
W E A T H E R H E A D , and other released
warriors. They bring relief to the exhausted
but triumphant survivors of a sadly reduced
garrison. E . W. HANDLEY, ever proficient
as a classicist, can now pen a pentameter and
ply an oar almost simultaneously.
The
loyalties of G. B. ANSELL are less equally
divided between Natural Sciences and the
Film Society. It is suspected t h a t W. G.
LAMBERT has caused a severe shortage of
Hebrew and Assyrian dictionaries. P. F.
T Y L E R speaks in English only at rare
intervals.
K. J. H A R R I E S , J. B. CHAPMAN,
D. ROSE, and G. B. B R I T T have been
exploring the possibilities of Cambridge.
May they always remember t h a t their
search is infinite !
We believe t h a t U. W. ARNDT, J. L.
JOLLANS, and L. B. H U N T continue to
honour us with their presence. Our order
for Tudor Club membership cards may, in
fact, considerably aggravate the present
paper shortage.
If we had squares, then we would doff
them to you.
Yours sincerely,
CANTABRIGIENSIS.

OXFORD L E T T E R
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
D E A R SIR,

Our numbers have been swelled considerably of Jate b y the arrival of large
numbers of gentlemen returned from the
forces
D. K. F F O U L K E S (New College) has
returned to us with a Morocco-bound bookcase
filled with critical editions of the " Alcoran."
He has joyously re-embraced the Union and
announces his intention of quoting extensively.
" Facilis descensus Averno."
The yellow silk waistcoat of R. de C.
POSTLE-BRIGGS is again shining amongst
us a t Magdalen. He would speak to us only
" off the record " and tells us t h a t he denies
everything. Everything.
S. X. SMITH and his blood-relative
T. V. SOAMES (Corpus Christ i) are hard at
work translating Ibsen into Portuguese.
N. B. GOODE (Jesus) is studying Zoology.
His friends tell him in desperation that he
looks more like a lemur every day !
B. D. E T H E L L (Hertford) drinks ; and
the loud crash as he stumbles blindly through
the enormous piles of empties which
surround his door a t 11-0 a.m. each morning

CAMBRIDGE L E T T E R
T U E S D A Y , OCTOBER 30th, 1945
To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
D E A R SIR,

'

We implore you to abandon
t h a t war has disappeared from
Cambridge abounds in bellicose
Bicyclists move in close formation
narrow streets ; assault parties

the illusion
the world.
tendencies.
through the
raid gown28

is a regular feature of Hertford life. He has
recently been confirmed.
Over at New College, A. J. GOSSAGE has
just completed his second year and his third
string quartet. He was seen beginning the
Michaelmas term by reciting a certain
nautical poem of doubtful character to a
keen and admiring crowd of undergraduettes
in the cloisters a t St. Hugh's. He seems
happy.
A. D. DALMAN (Exeter) will be all right
as long as his trousers stay u p ; whilst
H. A. J. GREEN (B.N.C.) is studying
Forestry the hard way—with a double-edged
axe. He is to be congratulated on becoming
engaged, or something.
E. O. WILLIAMS-WALKER (Magdalen)
has become something of a tout. Apart
from his pet marmoset, which has excited
a good deal of favourable comment, he keeps
a small black boy locked up in his wardrobe.
He replies to all questions about the point of
this with a light laugh.
R. M. ACHESON (Magdalen) is going
deaf ; he and his ear-trumpet (made from
a bull which he caught himself on the High
Sierras) are always good for a laugh. He
pays people well to let off fireworks
immediately behind him (sometimes even
under his gown) ; but he never hears them.
We extend our sincere condolences to his
few surviving relatives.
A. GILCHRIST (Magdalen) wears some
sort of Arabian shawl on official occasions ;
and has been seen furtively hiding a fez.
N. S. SUTHERLAND (Magdalen) has
joined the Bridge Club, the Pontoon Bridge
Club, the Old Asinasians, and the O'Rourke
Foundation Madrigal Society. He regularly
attends at the playing fields to cheer, whether
there is a match on or not. This disconcerts
passers-by.
K. P. TYNAN (Magdalen) has spent most
of his term in a small hawthorn hedge in
Wadham gardens.
He believes he has
discovered the secret of the universe and the
solution to the traffic problem !
I. M. ROITT (Balliol) is feeding from one
drum to the other. His private life has
almost ceased to exist because of this habit.
He must, realize t h a t there are more things
m life than just feeding from one drum to the
other, no matter what the cost.
W. B. MORGAN (Jesus) on the other
band, is feeding from a trough. (This is not
literally true, of course ; it's really more of
a nosebag. Anyway he gets his hands and
ia.ce very messy). He plays a peculiar card
game with diamond-shaped cards which
must be played on an octagonal table.
inis in itself has lost him many good friends.
J- « . ROWE (Balliol) collects matches
and strong leather belts. Hanging on the
w a U s of m
s room is a scimitar which his
grandfather picked up from the field of play.
there is some sort of a story about it, but

what they were playing never seems quite
clear.
So, Mr. Editor, with renewed good wishes
for a successful year, we sign ourselves,
OXONIENSIS.

BIRMINGHAM

LETTER

To the Editor, K.E.S. CHRONICLE.
D E A R SIR,

" Enough is as bad as a m e a l ; too much
is as good as a feast," b u t in the following
humble epistle we must serve you with a
veritable banquet of Old Edwardians.
For some reason unknown to ourselves,
tradition holds t h a t the ancient and decrepit
deserve first mention. P. G. BEVAN, who
moves on a higher astral plane than we mere
mortals, is well-known to the higher
authorities (especially the police), and is
Chairman of the Medical Society. D. M.
GARRAT is an able Captain of Rugby
Football, while N. V. L. HILL, sporting a
walking stick and moustache, remains
Dictator of Edmund Street. It has been
confirmed t h a t G. A. READETT, P. E.
FRANCIS, P. Y. CARLISLE and K. A.
COWAN still live ; though they may be
beyond your cognizance, no CHRONICLE
would be complete without them.
High-lights of University sport must be
recorded : O.E's are extremely prominent in
this respect, in fact on most, we might even
say every, lunch-hour one may find :
J. R. VANE, C. C. G R I F F I T H S , D. R.
ALLCOTT, R. D. HARRISON, or W. R.
DAVIS indulging in a lively game of bridge,
a violent snooker set, or a soul-stirring game
of chess. The football team, which naturally
enough wins most of its games, fields a side
which is one-third composed of O.E's.
Beside the above-mentioned gentlemen,
K. T. C. MACKENZIE is Vice-Captain,
F. B. BUCKLEY is Secretary, and M. G.
FITZGERALD and J. C. DARK also play.
Hordes of us were to be seen in the
Hospital street collection, and we pride
ourselves that we contributed in no small
measure to the achievement of a very
satisfactory total.
During the long vacation a group of the
more courageous mountaineered.
R. F .
FLETCHER, F. B. BUCKLEY and M. G.
FITZGERALD have regaled us with tales
of daring ascents, of far-flung peaks,
precipitous descents, and miraculous escapes
J. BUTLER, however, was
not so fortunate, but he cheated death,
sustaining only a broken ankle.
D. W. DAVIS'S two-seater, underslung,
under-grown, under-powered, 3J h.p. Austin
may frequently be seen, overtaxed, overburdened, and over-whelmed with J. C.
DARK, D. F. COLE, C. C. G R I F F I T H S ,
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C. E . H E R E W A R D , and the driver,
travelling Union-wards with unerring accuracy
and credible velocity.
They are often
escorted by N. W. J. ENGLAND (leading
the procession with a Red Flag), I. E. J.
McLAUCHLAN, and R. F. F L E T C H E R
on the former's apology for a motor-bike.
We have welcomed many a fresher this
year, of these R. M. TAUNTON, H. J. S.
WALDECK, A. K. DOWLE have learned,
too soon we think, t h a t attending all lectures
is a tiresome business. R. W. F. TANNER
studies Shelley and reads Commerce. J. D.
B E L T drinks coffee in the Union, while
G. E. MORLEY imbibes beer at the bar.
There are rumours of B. B . HUNDY,
J. M. LONDON, M. J. SILL, and D. G.
GREENWOOD, but these have only been
seen on the far horizon. J. E. A. R I P L E Y ,
R. D. HARRISON, R. H. DILLOW, and
R. W. MORGAN are of some hindrance to
the Dramatic Society.
As is customary, we must apologize to
those whom we have not mentioned a t all
(owing to their lack of notoriety) and wish
you all good fortune in the coming year.
BlRMINGHAMIENSIS.

H O U S E C H A M P I O N S H I P , 1944-45
Dunt's
Roberts'

448-1 pts.
340 -2 pts.

Leeds'
299-8 pts
Copland's 274 -5 pts

M r . Roberts' House
(YELLOW)

P. R.

HARDWICK,

House Secretary.
M r . Leeds' House

M r . Dunt's H o u s e
(GREEN)

Last year the House had a " Green Letter
Year." I t came top in football, cricket,
athletics, chess and J.T.C., winning the
championship by a clear 100 points.
This year also shows promise of being
another victorious one although we shall not
win the championship with the same ease
again. The rugger teams, particularly the
junior teams, are shaping very well indeed,
chess is upholding our teams in their tradition
of sweeping all before them, whilst the fives
enthusiasts are finding themselves less
invincible than was at first hoped. Talent
for shooting in the House is rather limited,
but we believe that by the time matches
start we shall have improved considerably.
The cricket teams still have many of last
year's players, while junior swimmers show
great promise of victorious years in the
future.
It is upon the shoulders of the new boys
t h a t the responsibility rests of keeping the
House in its present superior position in the
years to come.

\

The House adheres to tradition, and falls /
back to fourth place. The term which wtl
started with such high hopes has, as yet, I
held little but consistent disillusionment,
relieved only latterly by the brilliant exploits I
of the fives team.
The'rugger teams, under W. G. Tomlinson,
are to be admired for their singleness d f
purpose, but absorbed by the phantasy of |
defeating Dunt's they have incidentally lost I
to Copland's and Leeds' en route. It h a |
been left to the junior teams to maintain the 1
tradition of better years.
House chess follows its predestined course— I
Leeds' and Copland's have already fallen
before our first team, with its imposing arrap
of House Colours, but the deciding matci
versus Dunt's is yet to be played—thougi ;
the result is already known.
This long tale of apathy has at last beej
relieved and from an unexpected quarter.
The fives team, captained by J. R. Harrison,
has defeated Dunt's. This statement must
not be qualified, let it stand !
Viewed in retrospect, however, the term
yet presents a sombre spectacle.
True,
success has been gained where success w^sl
previously assured, but in any enterprise I
requiring initiative and energy the House
has failed. Are we once again in the grip of
the old enervating force ? We who have
known the House think not, and encouraged
by customary keenness of the juniors, know
that the House is baffled only to fight
better, sleeps only to wake.

(RED)

Contrary to the expectations of many,
the House did not end the year at the bottom
of the championship. The rise to third
position was, in no small way, due to the
alarming success at cricket, in which the
House was a good second. The first team
did what the statisticians had proved to be
impossible by being undefeated by their
star-studded rivals and winning the first
team cup. The swimming, however, was an
ugly blot, for many valuable points were lost
through sheer laziness in turning up.
The new year has started with an inevitable
mixture of surprise and disappointment
The first XV have won two of their firs:
round of matches—their last victory wai
recorded in March, 1943—but these point!
are the only ones gained u p t o now.
Fives players in the House are an unknown
quantity, but generally the prospects for th<
future are considerably brighter than last
year. An all-round effort will be needed to
fulfil any hopes we may harbour.
G. A. P E L L ,

B. O. B A I L E Y ,

House Secretary.

House Secretary.
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Mr. Copland's House
(BLUE)
Despite the ignominy of our position at
the end of last year, the House is already
re-asserting itself in many ways. In rugger
we have beaten Roberts' and stand second in
points; in shooting, although no matches
will be shot this term, with five potential
members of the VIII in our team, we have
good prospects ; chess, as usual, is in a

lamentable state, and we can expect little or
nothing from this activity ; swimming and
athletics, however, provide a bright vista,
while fives is enshrouded in mystery,
Although the House has achieved little as
yet, the year is full of promise, and we can
but hope for a reversal of our former il!
fortunes.
G. DARBY,
House Secretary.

RUGBY FOOTBALL
General Report
OF the eight members of last year's team who were available for this season, six were threequarters but, although this provided a firm nucleus for the team, it was necessary to build
up an almost entirely new pack from very limited material. There was no lack of enthusiasm
amongst the potential School forwards and with their weight and speed they promised to
become an ideal pack. Unfortunately they have rarely come up to expectations and are
inclined to be diffident and lethargic ; once they are really roused, however, they sweep all
before them but these spasms of exertion are all too few. The line-out work has been
distinctly poor and the play in the loose fails to maintain a steady standard. It is only in
the tight that the pack has really succeeded and the weight t h a t it lends to P. Laister's
hooking has given the three-quarters many opportunities.
The stand-ofi half position was the only vacant place behind the scrum and it was feared
that it might prove difficult to fill but Lambourn now appears to have settled down and plays
a fine, unselfish game. The injury to B. A. Phillips was not as serious for the team as it might
have been because Murley has made an admirable substitute scrum-half.
The three-quarters have done as well as expected but still have a regrettable tendency to
pass wildly and they have little sense of combination or timing. Individually the backs are
very good and with the added advantage of better combination they would be a menace to
any school team. Although the attack is ragged it has beaten its unorthodox way through
all but the stoutest defence ; in defence, the three-quarters have been consistently effective.
D. J. G. Sells, at full-back, has rarely had to use his devastating tackle but has been invaluable
by virtue of his sound handling and safe kicking.
We are pleased to have resumed some of our old fixtures such as Mount St. Mary's College,
Jesus College, Oxford, Oakham School and Birmingham R.F.C. Of the games so far played
the XV has won 10, lost 4, and drawn 0.
The second XV seem to have a rather better than average season ahead of them, for they
have started well. The prospects of the two Colts teams are always difficult to predict with
any measure of accuracy and we can only hope t h a t they will redeem their laurels after their
unfortunate start.
In conclusion I should like to thank Mr. Copland for his help and advice which has contributed
greatly to the success and smooth running of the team ; and to Mr. Leeds who has refereed
with his usual good-tempered equanimity. Also I should like to express my appreciation of
the services rendered by Messrs. Bennet and Guy and Capt. Russell who have spent a great
deal of time training the junior teams.
A.

R.

CORLEY,

Captain of X F .
RESULTS OF MATCHES.
FIRST

XV.

SCHOOL V. T H E " PARASITES "

Played on Saturday, September 22nd.

R.F.C.

Home.

Won 12-8.

SCHOOL V. OLD EDWARDIANS.

Th C\IA
Played on Saturday, September 29th. Home. Lost 0-8.
w tv.fi
Boys' team, which was captained by J. McDowall, the North Midlands forward,
was the first official
team to bear the name since 1940. The game was keenlv fought throughout
d +h S * * 1S m d i c a t i v e O I the play, for at no time were the Old Boys completely on top
ana the School forwards, although outshoved in the tight were superior in the loose. The
aeience ot the School backs stood up well to some testing attacks by the O.E's. The O.E's
tries were both scored by J. Dark, and P. O. Kendrick converted one.
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SCHOOL V. SOLIHULL GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, October 6th. Home. Won 27—8.
Sustained second half pressure was responsible for this convincing victory, for the
School was undoubtedly superior both in and behind t h e scrum. A. R. Corley (2),
Tomlinson (2), B. A. Phillips and Dickinson scored tries. Pell converted three and kicked
a penalty goal.
SCHOOL V. BEDFORD MODERN

SCHOOL.

Played on Wednesday, October 10th. Away.
Won 27—14.
(on the School Close, by the courtesy of Rugby School).
Until the last fifteen minutes the result of this game was always in doubt, and although i
the score does not natter the School defence, it must be noted that t h e Bedford tries w e » |
scored as t h e direct result of forward rushes. The School pack held t h e powerful Bedfonl I
pack well but never subdued it. For the School A. R. Corley scored three tries and Jacomls I
two ; Pell converted three and kicked two penalty goals.
SCHOOL V. K I N G H E N R Y ' S SCHOOL, COVENTRY.

Played on Saturday, October 13th. Away. Lost 5—8.
Harvey, apparently offside, scored a t r y for t h e School which Pell converted. This 1
lead was held until late in the second half when Coventry scrambled a try which was followed I
by a penalty goal. The small pitch prevented any constructive three-quarter play.
SCHOOL V. OAKHAM SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, October 20th. Home. Won 30-5.
Although the opposing packs were well matched and t h e Oakham forwards tended to
control the loose, there could be no doubt of the superior skill and speed of the School threequarters who controlled the game. Only dogged defence by t h e Oakham backs prevented
a higher score. The School tries were scored by A. R. Corley (3), Jacombs, Heron, Lambourn
and Tomlinson. H. G. H. Croft converted three and kicked a penalty goal.
SCHOOL V. K.E.G.S., F I V E W A Y S .

Played on Tuesday, October 23rd. Away.
Won 24-0.
A strong wind made ball control difficult and the three-quarters saw little of the ball for
the School pack was well held b y t h e lively Five Ways forwards. Behind t h e scrum the
School backs were stronger than their opponents and showed a better sense of combination.
Scorers were A. R. Corley three tries, Tomlinson two and Heron one. H. G. H. Croft
converted three.
SCHOOL V. DENSTONE COLLEGE.

Played on Saturday, October 21th. Away. Lost 3-15.
Denstone certainly had t h e greater part of the play in this gaine and made full use ou
their superiority in t h e loose and at three-quarter. T h e School pack played its best game
of t h e season and battled courageously. The Denstone backs were faster than t h e School
three-quarters and it was this speed that gave them victory. The School defence was inspired]
and n e t one tackle was missed, it was only our inability to overtake them t h a t let thef
Denstone backs through. Jacombs scored a nice t r y for the School in the first five minutes
and at half-time the score was 3-3.
After the interval Mills and Beastall scored for Denstone
and Dawson converted one and dropped a good goal from an awkward angle.
SCHOOL V. K I N G ' S SCHOOL, WORCESTER.

Played on Saturday, November 3rd. Home. Won 23—0.
This uninspiring game plainly showed t h e desperate need for an accurate place-kicker
for only one of t h e seven tries was converted and a number of penalty kicks were similarly
missed. The most pleasing aspect of the game was the improved play of the School forwards;
the backs were below standard and were hindered by t h e greasy ball. The scorers were
A. R. Corley four tries, Jacombs one, Tomlinson one and Harvey one. H. G. H. Crcftj
converted Harvey's try.
SCHOOL V. K.E.G.S., ASTON.

Played on Tuesday, November 6/h.

Home.

Won 13— 5.

SCHOOL V. COTTON COLLEGE.

Played on Saturday, November Wth. Home.

Won 2 0 - 6.

SCHOOL V. BROMSGROVE SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, November Ylth.

Home.

Won 11— 8.

SCHOOL V. BLOXHAM SCHOOL.

Played on Tuesday, November 20th.

Home.

Cancelled.

SCHOOL V. ROYAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL, WORCESTER,

Played on Saturday,

November 24th. Away.

Won 13— 8.

SCHOOL V. WYGGESTON GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, December 1st. Home.

Lost 6—11.

SCHOOL V. K.E.G.S., STOURBRIDGE.

Played on Saturday, December 8th. Away.

—

SCHOOL V. WARWICK SCHOOL.

Played on Saturday, December 15th. Away.
SECOND

XV.

September 29—-v. Tettenhall College I
October
6—v. Solihull School I I
13—v. K.E.G.S., Camp Hill I
27—v. K.E.S., Stratford I
November 3—v. Central Grammar School I
6—v. K.E.G.S., Aston I I
10—v. Bromsgrove School I I
17—v. Warwick School I I
20—v. Bloxham School I I
24—v. Sebright School I
December 1—v. George Dixon's G.S. I
S—v. Q.M.G.S., Walsall I
U N D E R 15

October

6—v.
13—v.
13—v.
,,
20—v.
23—a.
November 3—v.
10—v.
17—v.
,,
20—v.
24—v.
December 8—v.

Home.
Away.
Home.
Home.
Away.
Away.
Away.
Away.
Away.
Home.
Away.
Home.

Won.
27- 0
Won.
25-18
Won.
9- 6
Won.
14- 3
Lost.
0-24
Won.
49- 0
Won.
25- 0
Won.
28- 5
Cancelled.
Won.
27- 3
Drawn 5 - 5

Home.
Home.
Home.
Home.
Home.
Away.
Away.
Away.
Away.
Away.
Home.

Lost.
6-15
Lost.
0- 3
Lost.
0- 3
Won.
9- 5
Won.
6- 5
Lost.
0-14
Lost.
9-11
Lost.
6-13
Cancelled.
Won.
13- 9

Away.
Away.
Away.
Away.

Lost.
0-33
Cancelled.
Lost.
3- 6
Lost.
0-43

XV.

Solihull School
King Henry's School, Coventry
King Henry's School, Coventry
Wyggeston Grammar School
K.E.G.S., Camp Hill
K.E.G.S., Stourbridge
Moseley Grammar School
Bromsgrove School
Bloxham School
R.G.S., Worcester
Q.M.G.S., Walsall
UNDER

—

14

XV.

October
13—v. K.E.G.S., Camp Hill
November 10—v. K.E.G.S., Aston
17—v. Moseley Grammar School
December 1—v. George Dixon's Grammar School

CHARACTERS O F T H E XV
A. R. CORLEY Captain (1943-44-45-46).
A centre three-quarter who, on manv
occasions, has saved the situation. His
peculiar tactics, and his ambling gait, which
is far faster than it seems, have enabled him t o
elude many an opponent. A safe tackle,
excellent positioning and improved passing
make him a sound three-quarter. Although,
perhaps, the openings made for him are not
up to the standard of last year, he has a
more experienced three-quarter line with him
which, at times, he tends to forget. Nevertheless, he can still score tries, and is an
understanding captain. B.A.P.
(Dunfs).

Bedford match robbed the team of an
extremely capable scrum-half back who,
although he possesses a weak pass, has a
thorough knowledge of the game which he
uses to full advantage. He is at his best
on a wet day when his fearless defensive
play has been a feature of the game. His
tackling is sound, his handling good, but
he has a poor kick. He has been an efficient
secretary.
{Captain of Copland's.)
H. G. H. CROFT (1944-45-46). A large
and hefty front row forward who plays hard
in the tight and loose. He might use his
height ro greater advantage in the line-out.
HILI IPS
M CUA~JA - ^
- . Vice-Captain and Secretary He has a strong and fairly accurate place
U»44-45-46). An unfortunate injury in the
kick and he punts vigorously.
(Copland's.)
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P. LAISTER (1944-45-46). A small and
wiry forward who has hooked consistently
well. Although somewhat hampered by his
lack of inches, he has always been conspicuous
and falls on and tackles capably though in no
orthodox manner. His handling leaves much
to be desired.
(Copland's.)
D. J. G. SELLS (1945-46). A slightly
built full-back who possesses a certain
tackle and a useful kick. His sense of position
is uncanny and he is inevitably where he is
needed. He goes down to forward rushes
unhesitantly and often sets the three-quarters
in motion, but he should not try to run
through the opposing team as often as he
does.
(Captain of Dunt's.)
R. HERON.* A fast wing three-quarter
who has improved considerably this season
because he has dropped his hesitance and
runs hard. He has a safe tackle and a useful
punt and drop-kick. His handling is none
too good.
(Copland's.)
A. J. JACOMBS.* A speedy centre threequarter who is developing into a very
promising player. He has a good eye for an
opening and he handles confidently.
His
tackling is sure and he punts strongly. His
main fault is his reluctance to run hard when
in possession.
(Dunt's.)
K. G. DICKINSON.f
A first-class wing
forward who has had a good season. His
energetic play and keen tackling have checked
many opposing three-quarter movements.
He handles well and runs with a deceptive
swerve but would co-operate better with the
three-quarters if he would pass before being
tackled.
(Dunt's.)
J. R. LAMBOURN.J A small stand-off half
who has a good head for the game but has
not altogether forgotten his injury of last
season. He positions himself well and his
handling, kicking and defence are equally
good. With more confidence in himself he
should be very useful.
(Roberts'.)
W. G. ToMLiNSON.f He is probably the
fastest member of the team but has been
disappointing for he has not been consistent
and has an annoying habit of stopping when
about to be tackled. He has, however, made

several brilliant runs. His defence is good
but he has never been known t o kick t h e
ball.
(Captain of Roberts'.)
N. A. BATES. J A sturdy second row forward
who, with Lippitt, has provided a firm core
for the set scrums. He works consistently
hard in the loose but is inclined to be slow on
the ball.
(Roberts'.)
P. R. HARDWICK.J
Has played loose
head and pushes really hard in the tight.
He jumps well in the line-out and is always
up with the play. He is, apparently, tireless
and when he acquires a better knowledge of
the game he should be good.
(Roberts'.)
L. K. H. J. HARVEY.J Undoubtedly the
most improved player in the team. This
season he has turned forward and played
middle of the back.
He is extremely
energetic and runs hard when in possession.
His line-out work is good. Unfortunately he
is rather susceptible to injury.
(Copland's.)
M. LAISTER.J A quiet wing forward who
plays an excellent game. Although never
conspicuous he is always where he is needed
and tackles and falls on superbly.
His
kicking ability is negligible.
(Copland's.)
A. J. L I P P I T T . | A strong and energetic
second row forward who plays with wild
abandon. He is one of the few forwards who
leaps in the line-out and has a powerful kick.
If his energy is directed along the right
channels he will be a better player.
* signifies Second XV Colours, 1943-44-45-46.
f signifies Second XV Colours, 1944-45-46.
{ signifies Second XV Colours, 1945-46.
The 1st X V has b e e n : D. J. G. Sells;
Tomlinson, Jacombs, A. R. Corley, Heron ;
Lambourn, B. A. Phillips ;
Hardwick,
P. Laister, H. G. H. Croft, Lippitt, Bates,
Laister. Harvey, Dickinson.
The following have also played: Muiiev,$
Needham.J Pell, Foster and Treadwell.
The 2nd XV has been : Pell; Jackson,
Luckman, Treadwell, Richardson ; Cooper,
Murley ; Darby, Heath, Dearling, Alcott,
Anderson, Foster, Bailey (Captain), Xeedham.

ATHLETIC P R O S P E C T S
W I T H most of last year's athletics team still at School, the prospects for the coming season
are particularly bright. R. Heron and Tomlinson are left to sprint; L. K. H. J. Harvey,
A. R. Corley and Jacombs will endeavour to cope with the middle distance races ; and that
mountain of muscle, S. J. Blood, will again run miles in a phenomenal fashion. The long and
high jumpers are the same as last season, i.e., Tomlinson, Sells and R. Heron and it is only
in the field events that the School will be sub-standard because, in the last two years, it has
been the custom to rely on the bulging mass of 11. Morrison to bring victory in these classes.
Nevertheless, the coming season should be as interesting as it should be successful.
A.

R

CORLEY,

Captain of Athletics.
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CRICKET R E T R O S P E C T
Although of the eleven games played, only three were won and three were drawn, the
First X I may well feel satisfied with the season viewed as a whole. Despite a disappointing
start, the team held together and improved beyond all recognition. The bowling and fielding
were always sound and occasionally enlivened wi th patches of brilliance, while the batting grew
more confident during the later stages of the term. This state of affairs at the end of the
season provides bright hopes for the future, as at least seven members of the team are
staying on.
RESULTS O F MATCHES.
SCHOOL V. SOLIHULL SCHOOL.

Played at Eastern Road on July 14th
Scores :

Won.

SOLIHULL.

SCHOOL.

Bannister, b I j p p i t t
Shirley, c Hackett, b Murley
Jones, b Murley.
Holland, b Murley
Meek, c Hackett, b Murley
Shepherdson, c Lippitt, b Murley
Harrison, b Murley
Cranmer, b Richardson
Willmott, not out
Poppy, b Richardson
Horton, b Richardson
Extras

9
21
0
4
1
0
0
3
9
16
0
14

G. A. Pell, not out
Harrison, l.b.w., b Willmott
Hackett, b Willmott
Kendrick, run out
Murley, not out
Mercer, Pardoe, Spencer, A. J. Lippitt,
Richardson and Corley did not bat.

Extras.

77

TOTAL

35
2
2
14
23

TOTAL (for 3 wickets)

Murley, 5 for 12, Richardson, 4 for 24.
SCHOOL V. COMBINED K.E.

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.

Played at Eastern Road on July 3\st.
Scores :

Rain stopped play.

COMBINED K.E.G.S.

Williams, run out
Sheath, b Murley
Hampson, c Richardson, b Murley
Houghton, b Murley
Keeling, l.b.w., b Murley
Stone, c Murley, b Pell
Bowker, l.b.w., b Murley
Harris, b Lippitt
Birrell, b Lippitt
Far, c Hackett, b Lippitt
Jefferies, not out
Extras
TOTAL

SCHOOL.

....

1 G. A. Pell, c Bowker, b Birrell
4 Spencer, b Birrell
13 Hackett, not out
0 Kendrick, not out
0
10
Murley, Mercer, Homer,
Pardoe,
1 A. J. Lippitt, Richardson and Corley
1 did not bat.
0
5
0
10
Extras.

5
0
17

45

30

TOTAL (for 2 wickets)

1

After the game G. N. Hackett was awarded his School Cricket Colours for 1945.
AVERAGES.
BATTING.

~
G. A. Pell
Murley
Kendrick

Innings.
12
g
12

Not out.
1
3
1

Highest
Score.

Runs.
187
96
144

47
38

—

Average
17.00
16.00
13.09

BOWLING.

_ .
£• A Pell
?***.
A. J. Lippitt

Overs.
106
65
147 1

Maidens.
27
16
48

Runs.

Wickets.

23S
163
285

22
15
26

G. A.

Average
10.82
10.87
10-96

PELL,

Captain of Cricket , 1945.
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SCHOOL

SWIMMING

SCHOOL V. R E P T O N .

Home.

Won.

I

In this match the School showed a marked improvement in it. relay. Previously taking
over had been rather slow.
Results :
50 yards free style : 1, N. A. Bates ; 2, S. J. Blood ( 2 9 | sees.). 100 yards free s t y l e !
1, N. A. Bates ( 6 6 | sees.). 200 yards free style : 1, S. J. Blood (2 mins. 47 sees.). 50 yards
breast-stroke: 1, Marshal (Repton) (361 sees.). D i v e : 1, Ross (Repton). Ralay : 6 x 5 0
y a r d s : 1, K.E.S. ; 2, Repton (3 mins. 1 6 | sees.).
Result : K.E.S. 30 points ; Repton, 11 points.
SCHOOL V. RUGBY.

Away.

Won.

In this very arduous match, N. A. Bates swam very well, gaining the School Record fa
the 100 yards.
Results :
50 yards free style : 1, Guy (Rugby) (27f sees.). 100 yards free style : 1, N. A. Bats
(661 sees.). 200 yards free style : 1, S. J. Blood (2 mins. 40$ sees.). 100 yards breast-strofe
1, B. O. Bailey (87 sees.). 50 yards backstroke : 1, N. A. Bates (37f sees.). D i v e : 1, Smyth
(Rugby). Relay: 6 x 6 6 f y a r d s . : 1, Rugby ; 2, K.E.S.
Result : K.E.S., 25 points ; Rugby, 23 points.
This final match of t h e season was a very fitting close to this year's School Swimming.
Throughout the winter the team practised hard and its results fully justify every effort made.
We h a d an undefeated year winning nine out of nine matches. The free style events h
every match were very good and we certainly trained some fine stylists as well as sprinters.

SCHOOL SWIMMING SPORTS
The Annual Swimming Sports were held a t Woodcock Street Baths on Saturday, July 21st,
1945. The results were as follows :
50 yards free style (open) : 1, S. J. Blood ; 2, N. A. Bates : 3, C. K. Symes (281 sees.).
100 yards free style (open) : 1, S. j . Blood 2, N. A. B i t e s ; 3, M. V. Simpson (67* sees.).
200 yards free style (open) : 1, S. J. Blood 2, N. A. Bites ; 3, M. A. Collins (2 mins. 41 sees).
100 yards breast stroke (open) : 1, B. O.Bailey; 2, A. K. Dowle ; 3, J. G. Harrison.
(83 sees.).
50 yards back stroke (open) : 1, S. J. Blood ; 2, N. A. Bates ; 3, M. A. Collins (37 sees.).
Plunge (open) : 1, M. V. Simpson ; 2, C. E. Hereward ; 3, S. J. Blood (44-ft. 4-ins.).
Dive (open) : I, B. O. Bailey 2, M. A. Collins ; 3, J. K Jones.
50 yards free stvle (Under 16$) 1, Dickinson ; 2, Rowley 3, Cook (33f sees).
100"yards free style (Under 16-f) : 1 , Dickinson ; 2, Rowley ; 3, Cook (78f sees.).
50 yards free style (Under 15) : 1 Dickinson ; 2, Ireland ; 3, Lawson (32* sees.1
100 yards free style (Under 15) : 1 Dickinson ; 2, Lawson ; 3, Pine (801 sees.).
50 yards back stroke (Under 15) : 1, Dickinson ; 2, Pine ; 3, Green (42* sees.)
50 yards breast stroke (Under 15) : 1, Janney ; 2, Pine ; 3, Harvey (47 sees.).
Plunge (Under 15) : 1, Bennett ; 2, Dickinson ; 3, Lawson (40-ft. 2$-ins.).
Dive (Under 15
1, Bennett ;
Watson ; 3, Pine.
1 Length (100-ft : (Under 14)
, Griffiths ; 2, Harvey ; 3, Davison (281 sees.).
1 Length (100-ft. (Under 13$) :
Luckett ; 2, Green ; 3, Harvey (26f sees.).
1 Length (100-ft. (Under 12$j :
Green ; 2, Luckett; 3, Wilkinson (271 sees.).
House Relays :
First Team :
1. Copland's ;
3. Dunt's :
(5 mins. 8 sees.).
2. Roberts'
Second Team :
1. Copland's ;
(2 mins. 34 sees.).
3. Roberts'
2. Dunt's ;
Third Team (Under 15
1. Dunt's
(3 mins. 91 sees.).
2. Copland's ; 3. Leeds'
Senior Championship : S. J. Blood.
Junior Championship : D . B. Dickinson.
Allday Shield (Terminal Competition) : Copland's.
Jacat Cup (Sports) : Dunt's.
Solomon Cup (General Swimming Cup) : Copland's.
The standard of swimming a t the sports was undoubtedly high, particularly among t n
juniors. We should like to thank Commander A. S. Langley for presenting the prizes a t t a
Sports on his last public function before retiring. On behalf of all swimmers we should lili
to express our sincere thanks to Commander Langley for t h e way in which he has alwa* \
assisted School Swimming during his long term of office. Also to Messrs. F . L. Kay a ^
J. Ounsted goes our sincere appreciation of t h e way they have always so enthusiasticalj
helped us during the past year.
B.O.B.
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SWIMMING PROSPECTS

CHESS

Although three of last year's colours have
left us this year, there is every hope that TO
shall keep up the reputation gained by the
School Swimming team during the past
years. The only weak link will be the lack
of a really first-class sprinter. The relay too
will need much practise although this should
eventually be fairly strong. The talent in
the Junior School is very good indeed and
there is great keenness, so t h a t for at least
three or four years to come we should be very
successful in the field of swimming.

CHESS still retains the interest of many
members of the School and there are m a n y
youthful exponents of the game.
Unfortunately, however, arousing enthusiasm
amongst senior people—" hoc opus, hie
labor est."
One round of House Matches is being
played this term. As yet the School has
played two matches :
v. Birmingham C.C
Drai'jn
3—3
v. South Birmingham C.C. . . Won
6-0
Among later fixtures will be a match with
Oxford University. Should the Birmingham
Schools' Chess League be revived, as is
probable, the second team will enter.

B. O.

BAILEY,

Captain of

Swimming.

CHESS
SHOOTING REPORT
THIS year it is hoped that school shooting
will be finally restored to its proper status
among other school activities.
J.T. Corps and VIII shooting has taken
preference over House, .22 shooting for
the Three Rifles Trophy which has been
postponed until the latter half of the Lent
term. J.T. Corps classification occupies by
far the greatest portion of the weekly agenda
and the aim is for the whole of the Corps to
have classified as first class shots by Easter.
As regards VIII shooting, this year the
prospects are, if anything, a trifle more rosy.
We returned at the commencement of the
year to find everything left by the previous
Captain in a fine state. Practices are held
twice a week, and the members of last year's
VIII who are still with us are R. Heron,
E. N. Ludlow (Vice-Captain and Hon. Sec),
P. A. Jones and L. K. H. J. Harvey. Many
S.M.R.C. matches have been arranged for
this term, at the time of going to press only
one is available. The VIII beat Dulwich
College in a very closelv shot match.
For next term we have " Country Life "—
less landscape—matches, and we are entering
for the competition in whicii we hope to do
better than last year ; there is alwavs room
for improvement.
The VIII has been chosen from the
following : R. Heron, P. A. Jones, E. N,
Ludlc—

L. LEWIS, Captain.
" The Great Unimpressionable." Victory and defeat, usually
the former, find him equally unmoved.
His impeccable adjudication technique, combined with a diplomatic myopia has won
many a book draw for worse) for the School.
P.R.H.
J. B. BOOTH. A sound player, both in
attack and defence;
especially apt at
recovering from irretrievably lost positions.
His rare errors are possibly due to his losingsight of the board.
G. T. NEWNHAM. He is very nervous, and
treats a match as a matter of life or death.
Defeat weighs on his conscience for an
inordinate length of time. A useful yet
secretive secretary.
' P. R. HARDWICK. A bold player who, when
attacking, clearly imagines himself on the
rugger field. His play fails to equal his very
obvious theoretical knowledge.
Also played : J. Alexander, S. Rosenthal.
L.

H.

J.

P.T. REPORT
T H I S term w held the usual voluntary P.T.
Class on whole school days at 3-45 p.m.
A great deal of young talent was discovered
last year at the House P.T. Competition and
we hope to develop this so t h a t each house
may, with regard to P.T., face the future
without any misgiving.
The P.T. Competitions are being held as
usual in the latter half of the School year,
and with the lamented departure of P. W.
Welch, the " Individual " competition will
take a more open aspect. Copland's house
have won the Carris Cup decisively for the
past three years, but their star is in the
desceixlent and a keen tussle for the trophy
is expected.

HARVEY,

Captain of

LEWIS,

Captain of Chess.

trophies takes place in the latter half of
tfie year, because seasonal inclement weather
ma^es open range firing impossible. Finally,
our grateful thanks are due to Mr. Cooke,
tVe S ^ e r S ° f t h e C o r P s a n d a 1 1 members of
, , sr™
° h a v e g i v e n UP so much of their
* aluable time to superintend shooting.
L. K.

CHARACTERS

VIII.
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Next term we begin practising for the
Corps' P.T. display which is given a t the
Gymkhana ; this has always been appreciated
by the visitors and the usual high standard of
performance may be confidently expected.
Finally, we should like t o expreas our
grateful thanks to R. S. M. Moore and
C. S. M. Taylor for their unfailing humour
and valuable instruction.
A.

J.

JACOMBS,

P.T.
RED C R O S S

Leader.

COLLECTIONS

BETWEEN January, 1941 and June, 1945,
when the School's war-time collection for the
Red Cross ceased, a total of £1,157 18s. Od.
was given by the boys to this fund. During
the same period over £300 was also given to
the Cot Fund and other charitable objects.
The grand total of £1,458 in less than five
years is one of which the School may justlv
feel proud.
M.A.P.
LIBRARY R E P O R T
T H E Library this term has continued its
steady ascent towards its rightful place in
the school, as a 22 per cent, rise in circulation
figures clearly shows. This is particularly
pleasing to see, for the library now contains
6,000 books, covering a wide range of subjects.
A number of new books have been ordered
this term to supplement most sections of the
library, and their arrival will compensate to
some extent for the increasing number of
books which await lower rebinding costs.
It is proposed to begin a small history
reference section as soon as the books arrive,
and this should prove a most valuable
addition.
While we continue to lament the absence
of the more spacious and elegant shelving so
long awaited, we ask the school to take a
greater part in its library, and to show it by
assisting the librarians, especially by returning
books to their shelves after use.
The constant zeal, energy and application
of the assistant librarians deserves special
note, and grateful thanks are due to
Mr. Copland for his wise direction and
sacrifices of time in the interests of the
library.
M.

J.

APPS,

Librarian.
LITERARY

SOCIETY

T H E Society has held two meetings so far
this term. The first was an anthology
meeting at which the society amused itself
by reading passages of prose and verse
chosen by members. At the other meeting
last year's secretary, G. Darby, carried on

what has now become a tradition, namely,
for the retiring secretary to address the
Society himself in the year after his secretaryship. After G. Darby had given a short but
provocative talk on The English Language,
the Society joined in and discussed this
subject animatedly from many sides until
it was eventually interrupted by a porter.
If the attendances at these meetings were
small some consolation may be found in the
fact t h a t the audience was actively
appreciative ; it came for no extraneous
reasons but were fully worthy of what
Carlyle called " the sacred trust of the true
literary man : the light of the world."
This sacred trust has not proved difficult to
uphold, owing in part to all who attended
the meetings, in part to our devoted chairman
(Mr. Ounsted), and in part to the artists
who painted our posters, all of whom are
really one with us.
Two other meetings are planned for this
term : a very superior Quiz, which will not
confine itself to merely verbal answers ; and,
though the Society is now well capable of
entertaining and stimulating itself, it is
hoped to add experience to eagerness by
having a talk from someone distinguished
in one of the Four Arts.
A.

SUTHERLAND,

Hon. Secretary.
DEBATING

SOCIETY

T H E Society has had the great pleasure of
welcoming the Head Master as its new
chairman this year ; under his guidance we
look forward to a fruitful year of activity.
The committee has elected to follow an
even more ambitious policy than in previous
years. This, it is hoped, will include a
Masters' debate, a Parliamentary debate,
and one upon atom power, for which it is
hoped to obtain an authoritative visiting
speaker.
The meetings this term have been concerned
respectively with the motion that " this
House considers t h a t the only way to unify
Europe is for one power to conquer it," and
with the annual Impromptu debate.
Despite only moderate attendances, the
meetings have been productive of some good
and often witty speeches. The fact that
talent in the Society is so well balanced
gives us hope t h a t there will be a marked
improvement in the standard of debating—
a return to t h a t animation which previously
infused the activities of the Society.
We have received commendable support
from G. Darbv, J. G. Dawson, A. Sutherland,
D G. Bevan, P. R. Hardwick and S. Myers.
There are also several new members who give
promise of good speeches in the course of the
year.

A. T. TOLLEY,

Hon. Secretary.
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CIVICS SOCIETY

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY

AT the first meeting of the Society this
term Mr. Greenway outlined its policy as
being an attempt to give the School a little
insight into the commercial life and the
administration of the country.
At this meeting Mr. G. Hair, Governor of
H.M. Prison, Stafford, addressed the Society
on the general subject of a new penal code.
On November 2nd it was hoped that
Mr. G. H. Morris, housing expert of Coventry,
would speak, but owing to illness in his
household this talk had to be postponed.
Mr. Reynolds of the Ministry of Information
has kindly offered to speak.
For the last meeting of the term Mr. G. A.
Nott, chairman of the Worcestershire War
Agricultural Committee, will address us on
the work of this committee. We also hope
to visit Boxfoldia this term.
Attendances at Society meetings have
been extremely good. Although only a new
Society in the School we feel that the support
we have so far received augurs well for
the future.
In conclusion we should like to thank
R. C. Dunt, Esq., for his invaluable contacts,
and R. E. Greenway, Esq., for his work as
chairman and for his unceasing guidance of
the committee.
B. O.

THIS year's prospects for the Society would
seem to be, on the whole, good. The School
Orchestra continues to flourish under the
able direction of Mr. Kay ; its numbers have
increased but recruits, especially in the wind
section, are much needed. The Choir is nowrehearsing for a massed performance of
Stanford's " The Revenge " at the Grammar
Schools' Music Festival next March. May
one here appeal once again for more broken
voices to join the choir ? We are lamentably
weak in bass and tenor sections.
The
lunch-hour recitals have been continued this
term ; attendance has been small and if
this continues we may be forced to terminate
the series.
On October 25th, we had a visit from a
section of the City Orchestra, at which we
nearci, among other works, Haydn s "Trumpet
oncerto." Lastly, is it possible that now

Ms

o v e r w e ma

-y-

at some date in the

arlvW6
, d o e s n o t r e cede as the years
uvance (an unpleasant habit of the golden
Z 1 ' * ' 1 1 real drive to foster music in
during r e c y eUa r s i sh aas b department
which,
e e n sadl
in ffaa v-,t„
x
'
Y neglected
m
our
° f other organizations.
G.

A.

Hon.

JONES,

Hon.

Secretary.

DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Secretary.

MUSICAL SOCIETY

wa

P. A.

BAILEY,

Hon.

fut

W H E N the Society opened its aims to all
juniors, through the medium of a poster of
D. G. Bevan's usual genius, it was gratified
on October 22nd to draw a record attendance
for a speaker from the School. N. B. Chappie
spoke on " Birmingham Corporation Transport," and the attendance was eighty.
This record was not all, for we learn that as
a result, there is a movement t o form a
Railway Society !
On November 1st, all the participants
greatly enjoyed a visit to the Hertford
Paper Mills, where they were initiated into
the theory and practice of wire-pulling.
The last talk of the Rev. Price's series on
the West Indies is arranged for November
16th, and it is hoped to arrange for more
visits, during this term and next, to centres
cf local industry.
Thanks, as ever, are due to R. E. Greenway,
Esq., for his unflagging enthusiasm and
unerring guidance.

W I T H the war over and the black-out
menace gone, we are embarking upon our
most ambitious programme on this stage.
Our full scale production of " Julius Caesar "
at the end of February will be our first
attempt at a complete Shakespeare play
since the " Merchant of Venice " at New
Street in 1935.
C. W. Golby plays Brutus, supported by
D. F. Bench as Cassius, B. O. Bailey as
Antony, J. J. Pearce as Casca and J. L.
Hutchings as Caesar. Two of us are revelling
in the only female parts, while. Mr. Greenway's
form en bloc forms the
indispensable
crowd. ' The entire cast, consisting of sixty
members, will put in some sixty hours of
rehearsal at School, in a gallant effort t o
surpass all previous
productions—even
Abraham Lincoln. This, too, will be our
first publicly licensed performance at this
School, when we hope to attract a large
crowrd to our first peace-time play. Happily,
it requires little elaborate scenery, so lending
itself to the material shortage.
When the vast audience hears the overture
dying aw-ay and the lights slowly dim, and
the folds of the rich velvet curtains begin
to quiver, is it able to appreciate the
complicated machinery which sets the
Shakespearean world in motion ?

KNOTT,

M.

Secretary.

B.

BIDDEE,

Hon.
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Secretarv.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SOCIETY

T H E Photographic Society has two meetings
this term, the first being on November 9th,
when J. E. K. Croydon will give a talk on
" Photography for Beginners " for those who
are considering taking it up as a hobby.
The second meeting will take place on
November 29th, when it is hoped t h a t a
last war veteran will give a talk entitled,
" Photography in the War, 1914-18."
The School dark-room, which is now complete, is being used, to a certain extent, by
a few members of the Society, but it might be
used a great deal more than at present.
Also, now t h a t peace is with us, some more
photographic materials are available.
Finally, I wish to thank Mr. Hall, on behalf
of the Society, for the interest he has shown
and the help he has given to us. Also I
should like to thank Dr. Baker for the use
of his enlarger which he has left in the darkroom.
D.

A.

HOBBS,

Hon.

Secretary.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL S O C I E T Y
O N November 9th, the Society held an open
meeting, at which various members showed
and described objects or photographs from
the archaeology of the Midland region.
A second meeting is also arranged, to be
addressed by the Secretary on " Ancient
Warfare." We are grateful to Mr. Dunt for
taking t h e chair, to Mr. Ballance for loaning
us the Biology Laboratory, and to D. G.
Bevan for his fine posters.
J.

J.

PEARCE,

Hon.

Secretary.

PHILATELIC SOCIETY
T H E Secretary is to speak on " Specialization"
at one meeting, and it is hoped to hold a
second later in the term, at which there will
be a lecture by a member of the School.
Mr. Dunt continues to render his invaluable
services as chairman, and we are more
grateful than wards can express.
j.

J.

PEARCE,

Hon.
SCIENTIFIC

Secretary.

SOCIETY

MEETINGS this term have twice been postponed because of other School functions,
but the date of Professor Oliphant's talk
has been fixed at November 19th. Professor
Oliphant is well-known as an authority on
atomic structure, and it is expected that a
large proportion oi the Upper Sixth will
attend.

I t is hoped t h a t another meeting will be
held nearer the end of term.
J.

W.

ALLEN,

Hon.

Secretary.

ARTS AND CRAFTS SOCIETY
T H E activities of the Society this term have
been limited to designing posters for the other
Societies of the School Club, and help is
being given in the design and production of
scenery and properties for the School Play.
We take this opportunity of thanking
Mr. Crowther for his advice and assistance
throughout the term.
K.

E.

MEREDITH,

Hen.
JUNIOR DEBATING

Secretary.

SOCIETY

ALTHOUGH it is usually difficult to report on
the activities of the Societv at such an
early date in the term, it is already obvious
t h a t the Society is not lacking in active j
enthusiasm.
I t is fortunate, this vear, in having at its
disposal so many members of the Flfthl
forms, "who are, perhaps, a little more skilled
in the art of debating ; but since it catersj
principally for the Lower School, on whom its|
futur? existence depends, it is the potential
debaters from the Removes and Shells who!
are encouraged most strongly to participate.
The Society has held but two debates toj
date, during which it has discussed the effects;
of Atomic Power and criticized its r.ativi!
Birmingham.
In conclusion, it is imperative tc remind
t h e Society of its indebtedness ; firstly tol
Mr. Dunt for his unfailing attention and
interest, and secondly to the Arts and Craftsl
Society whose posters have attracted our
audiences.
•
G.

F.

B.

Hon.

LAUGHLAND,]

Secretary.

CHRISTIAN UNION
I N the opening meeting ot the term the,
Secretary made it clear that the aim of the
Union was to promote individual fellowship,
with God, and this has been the basis cf]
meetings held each Friday lunch-hour
during t h e term.
Special features of the term are the three
visits of J. P. Quayle, Esq., of Dadley, and
the proposed series of talks by the Rev. R. H.
Rowden, of Harborne. Another visit of
Mr. Inchley proved valuable, as we also
expect the talks'of a medical student and a
slum parish Vicar to be. Short prayer
meetings held during the term proved mosti
stimulating to all concerned.

Fewer new scouts v
due to reduction in t
Tenderfoot work
more rapidly than i:
the fact t h a t there
several scouts have

progressing very satisfactorily. A Technical
Training course is being run for all these
interested by Sgt. Dickson, while the Signals
under Sgt. Mann continue their parades,
attracting many of our junior cadets in the
process. The Clothing Stores and Training
Stores, under Sgts. Pell and Mann are
rendering as efficient a service as ever, while
the Band, under the command of Sgt.
Parsons, is busy practising for the Annual
Church Parade, to be held this year on the
25th November. Field Day this term will
be held on Wednesday, November 28th.
In conclusion, we wish to thank the
Edgbaston Golf Club for the continued loan
of their course, without which little tactical
training could be achieved, and Messrs.
Ballance, Porter, and Bennett, for their
invaluable assistance with Shooting.
We
would once again take this opportunity of
thanking our Officers for their magnificent
work, and their inspiring and never-failing
enthusiasm in all we do.
G.

DARBY,

Senior C.S.M.
J.T.C. CAMP
THIS year for the first time since the beginning
of the war, the Corps was able to hold a Camp.
Some 150 cadets attended the Camp at
Compton Verney near Stratford-on-Avon
for ten days, from July 25th to August 3rd.
Amid a landscape of meadows, woods and
lakes, training was carried out very successfully.
Included in the programme were
demonstrations by the 22nd Holding Battalion, and a Special Detachment from the
Signals Corps. There were also a Company
night-scheme and regular Bren firing.
After early-morning P.T. and breakfast,
training was carried on by companies until
dinner time. During the afternoon a recreational training parade was held, when cadets
chose whether they went to swim, shoot, or play
organized games. The intense heat and the
dry weather which prevailed throughout the
Camp made the first of these activities by far
the most popular. In the evenings entertainment was provided, either in the form of
cinema shows in the Camp itself, or in the
form of an i n i t a t i o n to E.N.S.A. shows at
Moreton Paddox with the 22nd Holding
Battalion.
These were not the only entertainments
offered to us ; dances were held at Moreton
Paddox, and were attended by a large number
of people from the Camp ; the river at Stratford also attracted many cilgrims.
The Camp was hutted ; there was a
canteen ably run by Cadet A. F. Newby ;
our cooking and catering were attended
to by two army cooks, to whom we owe
a great debt for their efforts on our behalf.
Others there are to whom we owe much :

firstly Colonel Cox, Warwick Sub-district
Commander, who paved the way to a
successful Camp by ironing out all difficulties
as they arrived ; and secondly Lt./Colonel
Lowther, C O . of the 22nd Holding Battalion,
who assisted us in every possible way while we
were his neighbours. Through him we were
welcome whether we" wished to visit tha
Canteen, the Dances, the Sunday service, t^j
borro.v a Bren-gun, or to use the range and
borrow the personnel.
The Camp was undoubtedly a great succesi
and was enjoyed by all. This was due in m
small measure to the work of Major Lamber.
and of all the other officers, to whom wt
extend our gratefa 1 thanks.
G. D A R B Y
B. O. BAILEY,

C.S.M.'s.

i

T H E R O S E ( F . G a r c i a Lorca.)
BREAKING to flower with the dawn, 'tis red
as blood :
And e'en the dew of morning gilds not its
blossom ; for it fears
Some dainty scorch to take from that fierceblushing redness ;
At sun's high noon wide-spread, its petals |
seeming coral
In their hardness ; and the sun himself dotl I
not peer within the lattice,
There to fin 1 what may glow with such sutpassing lustre.
Then, when the birds call last from greeuin;
branches in dark trees,
And sinks the exhausted day into a sea efj
purple.
Shines white the rose, in texture nigh to the
sweet velvet
Of a blossoming cheek. And when the moor,
a horn
Of shimmering silver, glides through the skiffi
And the stars in their course move ever on;
Then, as the breezes fade away in an infinity
of darkness,
fts petals droop and fall, and die.
G.A.K.
T H E A R T OF LYING

A MOMENT'S reflection shows t h a t lying is th! I
progenitor of all art. We historians knov
t h a t our prehistoric ancestors had no tima
for the refinements of rime and metre, tha
subtleties of line and colour, or the intricacie^
of harmony and counterpoint—these graces
of easier and more leisured living. Yet ther<|
burnt within his breast an enduring sparff
which foretold these developments of late*
times. He took delight in telling a good lie
either to fool his enemies or bring himself
added prestige in his own tribe. Indeed, frorf
the time of the first lie dates that mostt
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remarkable creature, homo sapiens. I t was others know of the size (in his mind's eye) of
a sign of civilization ; the first action really the sabre-toothed tiger t h a t chased him a
thought out for a creature's own advantage. hundred yards down the straight ? A natural
development was a vivid and graphic prose
It marks the breaking away of the race from
style to supplement the pictures and give
merely animal or instinctive intelligence; it
added colour and detail to the story. Our
is the first step in the development of the
ancestors were asked by fellow tribesmen t o
art of living.
repeat their fictitious experiences ; and with
The smile of satisfaction and superiority of
each repetition the story had new frills added
the first person who told a lie must transcend
by far the satisfaction of all later innovators. to it. Because in time it became long and
complicated, our ancestors discovered the use
He was, perhaps, the first creator apart from
of rime and regular rhythm as an aid to
God, and must have marvelled at his own
memorizing. By clouding their stories with
creation. Having told the first he for a purpose,
emotional touches they could get their
he must later have got a taste for a purer art,
listeners to believe anything about anything—•
lying for its own sake. The first liar, indeed,
that was the birth of the art of oratory.
would have had a rough time. He would
have a reputation to keep up, a reputation it
The good har had to learn how to play
may have been for prowess he did not possess.
upon his audience. There are two tendencies
He was, probably, like many great artists,
in every listener—-one, a credulous tendency,
frustrated in every other sphere, and driven
which wishes t h a t this marvellous poetic tale
to win a superiority over the strong but honest
were true, as it should be in a perfect world
head of' the tribe b y this expediency.
(that's the higher type, the romantic, t h e
This we may note as the first victory of brain idealist, the adventurer, the man of religion and
over brawn. In turn there would become
a soul, or the artist) : the other an incredulous
competition from others to prove t h a t they tendency, which results from jealousy and
were really the best—this we discern as the t h e doubting which would bring t h e world
first attempt at self-expression. Man has now down to one's own level, fearing lest it bea dignity and pride in himself ; he is now an comes too big for one (that's the realist, the
idealist, who creates what he does not possess.
bigot, the man who hves by rules and precepts,
Competition between liars must have been t h e conservative, the soulless mechanical
rife, and we in England have become the most mind, the scientist). The true har is, indeed, like
every artist, inspired. Inspiration is being able
accomplished a t the art. I t has been pushed
t o see things which are not apparently there,
to its subtlest, most refined and most developed
and t h a t is why it is said inspiration comes
in this country—here everyone is a liar,
from heaven. But actually it comes from
owing to our latest development in the art,
man's highest faculty—his creative power.
namely, understatement. The Americans are
notorious liars, and have made lying a busi- The honest man merely analyses what is
ness proposition : hence their pre-eminence in present already, and sees what everybody can
see ; but the har is superior in that he creates
advertising. You can tell at a glance whenever
a foreigner lies, and so he is truthful sometimes. out of nothing, and sees what none other can
see.
A.S.
But a sign of our superiority is t h a t everyone
believes we Englishmen speak the truth, and
all this because we do not lie in a naive continental way—the he direct—but lie rather by
THE CITY AT NIGHT
understatement and implication. Our lying
has the added advantage of perpetuating the
I F you have nothing better to do this cold
legend that we are modest—this, note, all
evening we will go on a walk into Birmingarising from the fact that Englishmen are so ham. Yes, I agree—it is not a beautiful city
dishonest in practice t h a t they never show b u t I promise you, a t night you will find it a
then- true feelings.
changed and strange creation. From t h e
However, to revert to more ancient history.
boundary the city looks like a huge, halfArt arose when the human mind was contem- orderly constellation, with its arc-lamps
plating something so big t h a t the normal
stretching from the centre like the bedewed
lannels of expression were found inadequate.
tracery of a spider's web. If you enjoy seeing
The occasion, namely, was when some
aquaria watch the people as t h e y float
slightly inspired fisherman returned from „ „ around the light of these arc-lamps, all with
rare green complexions, and with horrified
unsuccessful day on the river. His arms were
not long enough to indicate the size of the expressions : as if they were wondering what
0 1
has happened to their companions' faces.
art i T l
* ' The early beginnings of
aced to the
Luckily the Lord has not given us t h a t gift,
3n+ S ^ « ,
clumsy sketching
in Burns' phrase, " To see ourselves as others
cation f ^ S fl0°r o f t h i s m a n for the edifi
see us."
r^artTr. i
. 8 ° ^ companions. With
mproved
Xo art could do
What you will like about our walk is the
ScTto^V
privacy which the street-lighting gives. I will
o£ a h e r d
f
deer wh h ] U fineSt
°
bison
or
remnot
bother you with talk, and while we are
St eSCa ed bein
«rte™ri-*£
S b a §could
g e d by
enterprising artist; P and how
he our
let
walking along the shadowy fringes of t h e
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street, skirting the blinding pools of light, we
will remain silent and unknown (except t o
each other) and observe everything, for we do
not so value privacy t h a t we do not peep into
others. You will hear odd snatches of conversation—so interesting that your ears will
seize them sharply—but like snow-flakes on a
h o t palm, they fade away instantly ; 'busloads of people will blaze past you all aroar
and alight, like one of Dickens' coaches ;
people will stumble from houses, dazed and
happy, after a party, their laughter runningthrough the crisp night air like the clear and
inconsequential noises of a dream. We will
stand in the shadows and sip all this in, for
the economy of night allows only minute
draughts—but does not the wine-taster
pronounce judgment on the whole cask ?—so
we can understand t h e city better for seeing
less of it. The day, you will observe, with an
apologetic flush of joy, is " full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing," but at night the
city has a meaning. How right you are, and
scholarly to have remembered t h a t line learnt
a t school! Surely the night air has a quality
t h a t sharpens the brain and delights t h e senses
from their city-lethargy !
Since you liked seeing the fishes you shall
see another wonder—giants. This time the
inter-play of night and light has produced a
grotesque pantomime, for a t Hill Street t h e
shadows of people crossing the top of the hill
are cast a hundred-fold into the air by the
light of the 'buses stopping near the Town
Hall ; a huge line of giants shambles senselessly across the stage above our staring eyes
—perhaps Birmingham's only Civic Theatre
for many years to come.
WTe pass through the business quarters and
feel the strong and quiet personality of the
tall buildings, a personality perhaps too lofty
to be felt in the day, when little business men
scurry to and fro in the streets, with all the
importance of the White Rabbit.
And now the only noise is t h a t of our footsteps cracking on the frosty pavements. Late,
the only person awake is the night watchman.
I warned you not to speak to him ; I was
mindful of the falsity of literary figures,
and whilst we talked did he not eye us
suspiciously ? I believe he thought we were
covering a gang of acquaintances silentlv
making off with picks, shovels, and barrels of
tar.
But we have had our share of the night's
offerings, and, leaving the dead city to itself,
go home to our warm fires.
" No motion has she now, no for^-.e ;
She neither hears or sees,
Rolled round in earth's diurnal course
With rocks, and stones and trees."
J.G.D.

THE SHEPHERD'S HOUR
(Adapted from the French by Paul

Verlaine.}

T H E moon looms red above the hazy line
Where earth meets sky : the meadow lies
a-drowse,
Wrapped in a smoky blanket, mist abounds
Which eddies in the stillness ; down below
The frog croaks, dismal midst his rushy bed,
Where soothing currents whisper through the
reeds.
The water-flowers fold their petals close,
The poplars smudge their profiles 'gainst the
sky.
In distant upright mass, their shapes a blur.
About the thickets dart the firefly bands,
Their quivering wings aflame with liquid
lights ;
The tawny owls awake and noiseless rove,
Beating the sable night with heavy wings.
Dimly the heavens fill with ghostly gleams,
They brighten, and there sails from out the
clouds
Venus, the opalescent star of even.
The dav is sunk to rest and night has come.
G.D.

EDITORIAL F O O T N O T E
As Editor of the Chronicle, I feel it is not
unfitting to pay tribute in these pages to thi
Editorial staff. Producing a school magaziiB
such as ours is no light responsibility. Nff
can t h a t responsibility be accepted by tie
Editor alone. He has enough and more thaa
enough to do on the administrative sidfe
without taking on the task of collecting and
reading society reports, or of estimating tltf
number of words allowed to each contributor.
These tasks must be covered by the Sul>Editors.
This year I am taking t h e opportunity i
thanking ] . G. Dawson and P . R. Hardwicfc
for their unflagging enthusiasm as Sutf
Editors, and also A. R. Corley and J. I
Ludlow for the amount of time and energy
they have p u t into typing out the m o j
illegible of our manuscripts.
No report of this kind would be compleS
without recognition of the services of G- I
Sheldon, Esq., without whose patience, uJ
ruffled experience, and capable advice, til
CHRONICLE would never have come to print..]
G. DARBY, Editor.,1
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Leeds, consists of those who have just
passed Certificate " A " Part I and are
preparing for Part I I .
" C " Company,
under Second Lt. Barlow, is training for a
further Certificate " A " Examination (Part I)
to be held at the end of this term. " D "
Company, under Lt. Cooke, is organized into
four House Platoons and is completing
recruit training on a competitive basis.
The long-awaited arrival during the Easter
holidays of our allotment of Bren guns has
provided the basis of some very interesting
training.
With School Examinations impending,
specialist training has been restricted this
term ; but the Signals Platoon, under Staff
Sergeant Mann, has had a very good year,
ten members of the Platoon having passed the
Signals Classification Test.
Motor Cycle
Riding Instruction finished towards the end
of last term, when fourteen N.C.O.s and
Cadets were put through the Pass-out Test
on the School Field.
The Gymkhana, held on May 24th, was a
great success in spite of dull weather.
Brigadier E. A. James, O.B.E., an Old
Edwardian, presented the trophies, and all
present apparently enjoyed the show. The
P.T. Display, prepared under Mr. Russell
and R. S. M. Moore was of very high quality,
and all who took part in it are to be
congratulated.
In the course of the year some twenty
N.C.O.s and Cadets have attended courses
at army schools and establishments, including
P.C. Courses at Aldershot, Signals Courses
and Technical Courses.
Classification
Shooting has produced some 150 first class
shots. Shooting as a whole is dealt with in
a separate report, but we may perhaps be
allowed here to congratulate the VIII on
being placed sixteenth in the Country Life
competition—an encouraging improvement.
On behalf of the contingent I should like
to say how sorry we were to lose Major
Vjilliams for part of this term, owing to
illness. We are very pleased to see him back
with us, and wish him better health in future.
v\ e should also like to express our appreciation
of the work done for the unit by R.S.M.
Simpson, late Coldstream Guards, who has
been with us as an additional instructor
since February. To our officers and R.S.M.
Moore go our warmest thanks for the time
and energy they have devoted to creating an
efficient Corps.
B. O.

BAILEY,

Under Officer.

maintaining its record both in the number of
proficiency certificates awarded and in the
external sports events.
Unfortunately, the Open Day had to be
cancelled owing to lack of time for adequate
practice.
Six of the Flight were included in the team
representing the Midland Command in the
Rugger competition, which, unfortunately,
had to be stopped owing to the weather.
In the Midland Command Athletic Sports
a considerable number of the Flight partook,
but as in the Swimming sports, where we
won all the senior events but two, we failed
to get a place owing to the fact that we
submitted no junior competitors.
Eight or nine cadets were invited to go to
Leamington to swim in the Command
Finals. Only four were able to go, but they
helped Birmingham to win the Midland
Championship. The same four are hoping
to represent Birmingham in the National
Final in the near future.
Several cadets are attending
Gliding
Courses during the summer vacation, whilst
the main body are spending a week's camp
at R.A.F., Swinderby.
Our previous
experience of R.A.F., Swinderby, last year
was very good, and we are looking forward
to a similar good week.
Our thanks are due to our officers for their
unfailing goodwill and support.
F / S g t . B. A. PHILLIPS.

SCOUT REPORT
TRAINING has progressed steadily, and ten
second class badges have been awarded
during the term. A successful Field Day
was held on the Lickey Hills at the end of
last term.
The week-end camps this term, held a t
the group camp site at Woodcote, near
Bromsgrove, have been shared among the
three troops. Despite the weather we have
experienced many enjoyable and instructive
week-ends.
Senior and junior camping
teams are training for the divisional camping
competitions.
Preparations are being made for a camp
of ten days to be held a t New Milton, near the
New Forest, during the holidays.
Once again we are grateful to the J.T.C.
for shooting facilities offered to senior scouts.
K.E.M.
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™™
shortened hours (the Mondav
™™ i ? ^ tv*iniag
Period has now been
cancelled) the training has had to be cut in
y respects, but nevertheless the Flight is

O F course, it rained.
It may be t h a t Air-Met. have not yet
demobbed all their gremlins. I don't know.
But it rained. In the morning there was
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some consolation in the broadcast commentary
of London's parade, but in the afternoon the
rain teemed down; a monotonous, steady
downpour from dull, grey skies. During the
early evening it stopped, although the dark
clouds still threatened with occasional drops.
By then everything was soaking ; the dismal
bunting clung limply to its support, the
ground was sodden underfoot.
And yet the sense of the excitement and
importance of the day overcame these things.
At a fair ground a huge crowd milled around,
churning up thick mud, each one with a look
of grim purpose, the set determination of
those seeking enjoyment. In the dazzling
lights, the multi-coloured decorations, the
sparkling side shows; in these they tried to
forget the dull routine of urban life. Someone
lost a brooch in the mud ; to look for it was
useless. Great flashes shone out from the
" dodgem " track, and from the midst of the
mad confusion of gaudy cars came joyous,
exultant shouts. Girls screamed in mock
terror on a noisy roundabout, a whirling mass
of vivid colour. Someone was sick.
Suddenly the sound of the Sleeping Beauty
waltz floated across the fair, and its warm
beauty showed up the forced gaiety, the
crude, tawdry commercialism, the superficial
sparkle, the underlying greed.
But the
lights and colour and movement were
hypnotic ; through the glare and din we
could only see t h a t this was pleasure, and
pleasure is life, and life is good.
Nearby was a huge bonfire. The flames
seemed to be incarnations of evil, intent on
destruction, dancing in the devilish frenzy
of madness, flinging high exultant showers of
sparks, transfixing a gaping, powerless crowd.
A lone rocket scattered a few stars, unheeded.
But the fire died.
Later we went to town. Here w7ere many
people, wandering aimlessly, seeking t h a t
which only they could provide, never finding
it. A rowdy mob, half drunk, danced in
unthinking sacrilege on the graves about the
Cathedral floodlights. In the quiet parts of
the Churchyard a girl wept after a lover's
quarrel. We saw the old Council House
floodlit, its dirt and grime hidden by the
warmth of the lighting.
It had been
transformed, as if by magic, to a thing of
dignity and soft beauty against the dark
night. In contrast the new Civic Centre
stood shining and hopeful, symbolic of the
future.
A few fireworks exploded. Some showers
fell and the crowds dispersed, damp, disappointed, yet still resolved to be cheerful.
Soon the City was still.
A day of national rejoicing, tempered by
memory of the dead ? Rather a day in
which the spirit of carnival was ardently
pursued, and yet escaped.
J.W.A. (U.Sci. VI).

EXHIBITIONISM

A MOMENT'S consideration reveals two
distinct kinds of exhibitionist. The one,
aiming at nothing but the approval of
popular opinion, makes it perfectly clear that
he desires no more than to employ his device
of self-advertisement as a means to gaining
recognition by society as one of its leading
members.
Consequently he only suffers
himself to be called unconventional to the
point of being branded as an individualist
a n d an egotist. Meanwhile, the other uses
popular opinion not in order to be admitted
to society but to separate it from himself by
the sheer pressure of its opinion concerning
himself. Least of all does he desire to attain
high station and esteem within society but
rather, by exhibiting a series of anti-social
acts, to become external to it and apart from
it. The bounds of his thought are not to be
imposed by clique or party, but by the
universe—with the result t h a t he is nonconventional to the point of being regarded
as an anarchist and a nihilist.
Although, at first, the difference between
these two may only seem to be one of degree,
clearly their respective functions are worlds
apart, for the one accepts the social organism
and the other disregards it, calls custom
moral utilitarianism '' and extricates himself
from the bonds of convention so as to be
able to view human nature from a universal
plane, regardless of those countless limitations
which are imposed upon it by the so-called
needs of the many. Briefly, he refuses to
acknowledge in man a gregarious instinct,
which he promptly calls " the figment of
politicians."
The one attempts, as it were, to gain
admittance to the feastings of society by the
back door. When he has entered through the
door he closes it behind him and joins the
drunken merry makers. Once he is noticed
in all his splendour his task is done, his battle
won and just one more guest has arrived.
The other is never seen to enter society at
all. He opens the door but, remaining on the
threshold, attracts from without, by his very
garb, the attention of the merry makers and
so beckons them all to come outside and see
for themselves t h a t the palace in which they I
were so complacently feasting is almost in |
ruins—he reunites society and yet makes it I
self-conscious and introspective.
His
exhibitionism is merely the necessary means |
he employs, the meretricious glamour of the j
stranger a t the gate who stands there and I
points out the rest of the world, which to
those within is the other world. He hates
being pinned down by such a regiment of
gaping mouths and staring eyes but, all the
same, he has a duty to fulfil—and he knows
how to attract the attention of those
disillusioned fools.
He becomes priest,
philosopher and metaphysician.
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If he fails in his mission . . . . well, who
knows ? Maybe amidst the drunken old
merrymakers of society there stands erect a
solitary sober youth who hears his call and
is fascinated by his manner and who, when
the lights are low, slips away to join him in
his search for truth.
C.W.G. (U.C1.VI).
MY COUNTRY OR MY
COUNTRYSIDE ?
VERY little English orchestral music had
been composed before 1880 and it was
known only to the very few.
Since
then that grave defect in our culture has
been remedied by a remarkable succession
of composers, which began with Elgar and
has continued to the present day. Many of
these men, besides their own writing,
discovered music of the past and arranged it
for the modern orchestra. The result is that
the ever-witty French can still say, " The
English have no climate, only weather,"
but cannot similarly sum up our music.
The composers have followed two main
trends, the first originating in the patriotic
pageantry of Sir Edward Elgar and the
second in the pastoral tranquillity of Frederick
Delius.
Elgar's music is of a stoutly national
character. Its power is well represented in
his symphonies and more specifically in the
" Introduction and Allegro for Strings."
Though his style is undeniably English it
tends to remind one of pageants, particularly
the periodic gaudy processions in the capital.
This element, which is, at its best, inspiring,
and at its worst (need I mention the " Pomp
and Circumstance " marches) pompous, runs
to a greater or less extent through nearly all
his work. Elgar might easily be described
as verbose and in this respect differs from
one of our contemporaries, William Walton,
who otherwise exhibits some similarities to
his forerunner.
Walton always expresses
his ideas with extreme brevity and precision,
as he does in either of those boisterous
overtures, " Scapino " or " Portsmouth
i'oint.
The analogy between his music
and Elgar's is at its strongest, however,
m his " Crown Imperial," veritably a march
to end all ceremonial marches. Particularly
effective is the tense fanfare at the end, which,
with a succession of chords, brings the work
to a glorious conclusion. Amongst many of
ms other works there is something of the
r ? 1 6 spirit—particularly in the more sombre
bpithre Prelude." The most popular work
ot another composer, Arthur Bliss, deserves
mention here.
His march, " Things to
me, m spite of its harsh, strident scoring
bear, a resemblance to " Crown I m p e r i a l ; "
1
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brutally insistent rhythm seldom found in a
march.
Another aspect of our music is t h a t which
has been labelled rather vaguely and
inadequately
" from
the
countryside."
Frederick Delius was the first composer to
write English orchestral music which was
completely pastoral. It is true t h a t he spent
most of his life abroad, but some of his works
seem t o be essentially English. The least
played of these (with the possible exception
of the " North Country Sketches ") is the
" English Rhapsody—Brigg Fair."
This
is written in theme and variation form, the
composer portraying unsophisticated country
lovers and the tranquil, almost ethereal
beauty of our vales and " pleasant hills."
The construction shows the genius of Delius
the artist at its height; who else could
write such exquisite woodwind soliloquies
against a subdued string background, as he
does in the introduction ? Other better
known works which have something of the
same essence are " On Hearing the First
Cuckoo in Spring " and the " Walk to the
Paradise Garden," the poignant portrayal of
two ill-starred lovers, returning to the scene
of their childhood happiness, to seek unity
in death. To turn to another composer and
to a more cheerful subject than either love
or death, let us consider another of our
contemporaries, Ralph Vaughan-Williams.
He has done more than anyone (except
possibly Cecil Sharp) to collect and arrange
our traditional airs—and has been grossly
mislabelled " folky" by many would-be
intellectuals. To him we owe such simple
expressive songs as " Linden Lea " and the
buoyant " Folk Song Suite," which includes
" Seventeen Come Sunday " with its youthful
dash and lovable flippancy. His original
works, too, are firmly linked with the past
—the obvious example is the lilting " Greensleeves " fantasia, but an infinitely superior
work is the '' Fantasia on a theme of Thomas
Tallis." This music probably ranks among the
most subtly powerful writing of all musical
ages. The composer gives a sound picture
of a lofty Cathedral where two choirs, one
near and one far, are chanting in Tallis' third
Mode. Occasionally we glimpse beyond t h e
Cathedral the green fields of the countryside.
This early work of the composer's relies, to
a great extent, on its intensity, which is
heightened by the use of extensive chords
(sometimes extending over five octaves).
In the scoring Vaughan Williams proves his
mastery of string orchestration, which is for
one large orchestra, one small orchestra and
four soloists. After an awe-inspiring climax
on the two orchestras, he follows with a
repetition of the theme on the quartet. This
swift contrast produces a hushed effect,
virtually impossible to describe. Let us
revert to the countryside proper, and consider
" T h e Lark Ascending," a mystical portrayal
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of the birds' heavenward progress, for
orchestra with solo violin (the solo melody
gradually ascends the scale throughout the
work). This is a perfect representation of the
bird on the crisp air of an English Spring
morning.
Of these two trends in our music is it
difficult to decide where your preference lies ?
I do not claim to have been impartial but
after all Browning could not have written :
O, to be in England,
Now they're changing the guard
—for one thing it would not have fitted the
metre.
C.

MACFARLANE,

We also wish to thank J . J . Pearce for his ]
translation and typing of those manuscripts
written by the more myopic and illiterate of
School Officials. Much as we appreciate the
ingenuity of reports scribbled whilst the |
author was eating his breakfast or exhibiting
his ambidextrous skill, we warn future
contributors t h a t the curse of countless
weak-eyed and harassed Editors will be upon
them if they do not write their articles
neatly, in ink, upon one side of paper only,
using the more common of English spellings
and simpler (if less original) of grammatical
constructions. We ask forgiveness for our
own errors.

L. Med. VI.

EDITORIAL N O T E
O N behalf of the readers of the CHRONICLE and
past Editorial Staffs, we thank G. A. Sheldon,
Esq., who is abdicating his position as Grand
Censor and Adviser, for his advice and
guidance in the publication of so many past
issues of this magazine. He is himself an
experienced newspaperman, yet he has
tolerated the yearly ignorance and carefree
spirit of us Editors and Sub-Editors with
a remarkable patience, and his knowledge
and judgment have proved to be the saving
of many editions.

T H E EDITOR

CONTEMPORARIES
T H E Editor thanks those who have sent the
magazines printed below, and apologizes for
any omissions. These magazines are nowj
placed in the School Library for all members
to read.
The Bath
Edwardian,
Birkonian,
Blundellian, Coventrian, City of London, I
T)enstonian, G.S.A. Journal, Herefordian,
Holt School, Laxtonian, Leys Fortnightly,
Nuneaton Edwardian, Portcullis, Skylark,
Sotoniensis,
Stourbridge
Edwardian, I
Tettenhallian, Veseyan, Wolstanton and
the Wulfrunian.
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King Edward's

chool Club

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS FOR YEAR

»RIL 1st, 1945, to M A R C H 31st, 1946
EXPENDITURE.

INCOME.
Governors' Grant to School Club
Income from Levett Trust
Income from Heath Testimonial Fund
Income from Mayo Trust
Income from Soloman Memorial Trust
Old Boys' Permanent Contributory F u n d . .
Honorary Members' Subscriptions
Boys' Subscriptions
Groundsman's War Bonus
Grant from School Stock

£ s.
100 0
10 10
10 17
16 7
2 7
8 12
58 12
295 5
11 14
20 0
£534

d.
0
0
0
0
9
6
6
0
0
0

5 9

(Signed) J. C. ROBERTS, Hon. Treasurer.
J, R. LAMBOURN,

Sub-Treasurer.

Examined and found correct
M. C. EAMES
D. L. W A L K E R

}

A uditors.

Receipts for year ending March 31st, 1946..
Balance brought forward April 1st, 1 9 4 5 . . . .
TOTAL

CHRONICLE

81

Athletics
Swimming
Fines
Chess.
Printing and Stationery
Postage and Telephone
Bank Charges
Musical Society
Geographical Society
Debating Society
Literary Society
Arts and Crafts Society
Anglo-French Society
Ground Committee :
Upkeep
Fuel and Water
Wages and Insurance

534 5 9
13 0 l l i
547

6

s. d.

12
23
15
11
15
7
0
17
1
0
0
0
1

12
16
9
12
15
11
6
10
7
15
17
17
11
0

11
11
8
2
5
4
2
0
4
3
6
6
3
0

24 8 4
21 18 7
85 11 2+

8£

Expenditure for year ending March 31st,
1946
...,'
£541 10 1
Balance carried forward, April 1st, 1 9 4 6 . . . .

£

54 10 6*
163 18 0

•Football
Cricket . :

TOTAL

£541 10 1

5 16 7 |

The Treasurer draws attention to certain alterations in this statement. From August 1st, 1945, the Governors
have paid directly for the general upkeep of the playing fields, including the groundsman's wages. In consequence
their grant has been reduced to £100. The School Club will still have to purchase all sports equipment, which
continues t o be extremely expensive. The subscription to the Club has been reduced t o five^ shillings per annum.
In these circumstances strict economy must be observed if expenditure is not to outstrip income.

